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Assembly's shortest
session is recorded
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) — The
Kentucky General Assembly held
a brief special session lasting less
than one hour today that several
Republican senators charged was
unconstitutional.
Several senators took to the
floor to discuss the issue of
whether the special session had
been properly convened. The
arguments between senators
followed the familiar pattern of
the past few days.
The short session was
necessitated by computing errors
on the impact of a proposed flat
rate personal income tax that tbe
special session was scheduled to
consider.
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr., who is
pushing the tax, and legislative
leaders, agreed the special session should be delayed and the
Issue given further study.
At issue, however, was Brown's
action moving the start. of the
special session from Monday to today. The move was made because
lawmakers have been in town this
week for an organizational session.
•
Some Republicans said the issue
was adhering to the constitution
and avoiding a bad precedent,
claiming Brown had no authority
to change the date once it was set.

sunny
Today sunny with highs in the
mid to upper 40s. Northwest
winds 5 to 15mph. Tonight increasing -cloudiness. Lows in
the low 30s. Light north winds.
Saturday mostly cloudy with a
50 percent chance for rain.
Highs in the mid 40s. Northeast
winds 5 to 15mph.
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City elementaries
are awarded
accreditation
ATLANTA. -- • The Southern
Association of Colleges and
Schools, through its Commission
on Elementary SchooLs...± has
awarded continuing accreditation
to Murray Elementary School
( Robertson and Carter Centers)

by action - taken during the
Association's 87th Annual Meeting
here Dec. 12-15, 1982.
Through accreditation, school
staff and faculty members will
benefit by knowing that conditions
for teaching in accredited schools
meet certain minimum standards
and that efforts are continuously
made to improve these conditions.
Regional standards require adequate faculties and facilities and
their effective use.
Citizens are assured of accountability and of value for their tax
dollars through the process of
standard setting and the regular
reevaluation of SACS member institutions. Communities with accredited schools can be confident
that their institutions compare
favorably with others in the
region. Accredited schools are a
"plus" for those who are interested in relocating their
families and businesses.
Founded in 1895, the Southern
Association of Colleges and
Schools is one of six regional accrediting bodies in the United
States. More than 11.000 member
public and private universities,
colleges, junior colleges, occupational institutions, secondary
schools, middle schools, and
elementary schools enroll approximately five million students.

FIRST LOOK AT SIGNS- Adthe artist's conception
(above) of proposed entrance
signs to Murray are Rotarians
from left ) Max Hurt, Paul
Kiesow, Bill Parsons, Joe
Belcher, club president, Bill
Teuton, executive vice-president
Murray -Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce, and Jack
Uddberg. An the Rotarians shown
except Belcher also are members
of the Community Improvement
Volunteers.
Staff photo by Jennie (:orrion
miring

Rotary Club to fund east entrance sign
The Community Improvement Volunteers announced recently that
the Murray Rotary Club will fund a "Welcome to Murray" sign to be
erected at the eastentrance to the city. The sign will be made of ltedwood and will measure 5ts feet by 16 feet.
-Lettering will be raised and painted with alummous paint in order
that motorists may read the sign at night, anti the area will be landscaped to increase visual attractiveness.
Joe Belcher, president of Rotary. indicated the club voted to pro

Hooker has
tearful return
to Racer Arena

vide up to $2.imai for construction of the sign
SS., telt the sign.
together w,ith the freW bridges Mid other rud,iy,. k on highway 9(
East. will 1wan incentive to attract visitors to Murray
Belcher
said "94 East is thehrst Impression man;peeplt: ,.'t 'f the ity. and
we would like for them to have a good feeling about the ultimo:id)
William Parsons. president of the Community Improvement
Volunteers, expressed :appreciation for the supper t of It (Lary- The
N.oatiaued On l'sar 21

Jobless rote up slightly in December
By MERRIL!.IiAItTSON
AP Labor Writer
WASHINGTON AP) — The nation's unemployment rite climbed
to 10.8 percent of the labor force in
December, a slight rise from the
previous month's revised 10.7 percent, as the number of Americans
giving up the search for jobs
reached an all-tune high, the
government reported todirjr.------The labor Department said the
ranks of -discouraged workers"
— those no longer counted as

By JIM RECTOR
'

In t

clIturra

Demoerats, in turn, claimed
that the action was flexible,
responsible and would be approved by an overwhelming majorit)
of Kentuckians because of the
stimated 431.000 saved by. averting a Monday session.
Sen._ Jim Bunning, R-Ft
Thomas, the new minority leader,
said the GOP caucus view is that
there are two valid official calls for today and for Monday - and
that the General Assembly must
honor both calls
Bunning asked his colleagues to
show up in enough numbers to
constitute a quorum Monday
without pay
The Senate session lasted about
40 minutes, while the House met
briefly for 19 minutes in the
shortest legislative session in Kentucky history.
The previous `record for brievitv

LA L
KENTUCKY
CITY

Sports Editor

Gary Hooker almost had tears
In his eyes for the second time in
Murray State's Racer Arena. The
first time was when he retired Ms
Racer jersey at the end of an illustrious collegiate career in 1000.
The second time he felt the emoIlona] pangs was last night when
he starred with the world famous
Harlem Globetrotters before
1,300.
"It was like playing my lad
home game all over again,"
Hooker said during a rest break in
the final minutes of the game. "I
mean, I almost had tears in my
eyes it felt so good. You know it

feels great to be back here I've
looked forward to coming back
asid I hope we can make it an anginal thing."
Rooker thrilled the Murray
crowd in many of the same ways
he used to as a collegiate player
ander Ron Greene, who originally
niobium at Mississippi It
SURPRISE PRESENTATION — Glsimitratasr Gary Hecker, a
State. The 6-foot4 cater with exceptional leaping ability dammed tenser Murray Mato bsikailiall star,scowls llosliad Weiss pallet
and )ammed and popped from the as a boasscomkos giltfrom WIbead coach assGram Hooker sad
de for S3 of the 111 'Wader his Trader teammates adertaded a crowd at 1,300 Thursday in the
Murray Jaycee-sponsored ovoid at Racer Anima.
points Thursday night.
(Continued an Page 8)
Stuff photo by Jim Recife

-

unemployed because they have
left the labor force'
swelled by
more than 200,00u, to 11 million,
the highest since the goverrunent
began keeping this statistic in
1970,
While the unemployment rolls
swelled by 130,000 last month, well
above the 12 million of November,
only 87,000 people entered the
- labor force in search of work.
The department's Bureau of
Labor 'Statistics initially had
reported that November's
seasonally adjusted jobless rate
was a post-Depression high of 10.8
percent. But in today's announcement, which took into account annual. end-of-the-year revisions in
labor-force statistics, the agency
lowered the rate to 10.7 percent.
Thus, the one-tenth percentage
point rise in December meant that
Joblemness had risen for the
fourth consecutive month.
The increase, however, was well

below .the three-tenths percentage

point rise from October to
November.
The bureau also report I t
the number of lung -t 'rin
unemployed Americans, those out
of work for at least six months,
rose to a post-World War II record

.UliCliatilged

List

month

naIlion Whtle non-faun

merit. measure,' by a _sur a v.%
business payiells, fell by Kitaki.
.the bureau rioted that the decline
was the smallest in moil' than a
year
The reporl said that MI Ito Tease
2.6 million. The averagt• duration
in retail-sales
Meta dill Iiig
of 'unemployment for such the holiday shopping season was
workers _reached 18 weeks. .up . less than expected.- ptialta Ing
from 17.2 weeks in November
net 65,00U decline in retail-trade
Total employment was virtually jobs from November

Reagan said to be restrained
about possible budget wins
WASHINGTON 1 AP)
House
Republican leaders attending
White Rouse budget

meetings say

President Reagan seems to have
more restrained expectations of
the budget victories he can win in
Congress WS year

The president is .in souse
degree tempering his enthusiasm'," Rep Barber It Conable Jr., R-N.Y said Thursday
evening after the latest in a series
of budget meetings Reagan has
conducted with GOP members of
Congress.
"He has had a tough couple of
years and I now) tends to be more
realistic„in his relations with congressmen." Cortable said. "He's a
more complex man than he was ",

The Republicans; who have
been earnestly lobbying Reagan
to moderate his budget course.
say the president still has -not

made any final decisions on the
fiscal 1964 spending blueprint be
will send to Capitol 11111 et the end
of the month. "They (the White House) still
obviously don't have things in any
concrete forfti yet," House,
Itegrublican Leader Robert II
Michel of Illinois said following
the session
House Republicans were able to
deliver major budget victories for
the president over the last two
years by holding their ranks and
attracting dozens of conservative
Democrats.
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Stephens'friends speak out to criticize
voters for award of outstanding trainer
HIALEAH, Fla. 'AP)
Friends and associates of Woody
Stephens ,are outspoken m their
criticism of voters who overlooked
the Hall of same trainer for an
Eclipse Award as outstanding
trainer.
"Everyone's in shock. They're
disappointed and they're mad."
said. Philip tileaves, an assistant
to Stephens. "It just makes you
wonder what you have to do to get
it

The Horse of the Year Award
went to Conquistador Colo, a colt
that Stephens transformed from a
cripple to a dazzling performer
and was later syndicated for a
record $.36 4 million
(;leaves said everyone was happy about Conquistador Cielo "until they heard that Woody didn't
get an award too "
If you could have seen that
horse last March, he couldn't
walk," said (;leaves. "If a man
can't get Trainer of the Year off
that "
Ilenryk de Kwiatkowski,' who
owns ('orgunstador Cielo, was
with Stephens the night he learned
the award had slipped away

General Tire
cutting back
MAYFIELD, Ky , A1'). Citing
stalled contract talks with rubber
workers, officials at General Tire
and Rubber Co 's Mayfield plant
said Thursday that they were
!rimming production and laying
off 2:,0 people
Without a. i•ontract between
workers ism! the company. "We
of tires
cannot negotiate. the
with our customers, not knowing
what is down, the road," said
'Berry Craig, the plant's indu.strial
relatinns and pers4prifiel if ia nager
Craig said company officials
and representatiVes of I AwOl 665 of
the United HubbeAliorkers Union
had not met at the bargaining
table sin 'e Dec
Don Workman. viii' president id
kom al 665. said that the union has
not refused to inert at any tone
And he said the union has been
seeking an extension of a 1971 con-.
tract
Effective Thursday, Craig said.
the plant cut production by 7,000
tires a day, necessitating the immediate layoff of 0 of the plant's'
1,300 workers

"Woody," he' said. we know
wouldn't have thought much about
it three days from now."
who is the best trainer."
Conquistador Cie() dropped out
The !op honor went to Charlie
Whfttinitham, a Californian who of training last February,
bothered by a recurring leg fracraced Perrault. the seasgn's
ture.
champion male grass horse. Whit"Woody knew the horse had a
tingham's onorses earned $4
million list year while Stephens"' lot of ability. It *as just a matter
ititting him to the races.",
horses get only half that amount.
Gleavia said.
The Eclipse Award for training
Stephens got hold of a new
is about the only recognition to
escape Stephens, who has achiev- gadget that was said to stimulate
ed nearly every tistinction possi- the bone-healing process. The
machine worked.
ble since leaving home Xi a teen"It was the way he trained him.
ager to find his fortune on the
giving him time and nursing him
racetrack
Honors andawards mean little, back to health.'• Gleaves said. Gleaves said that Stephens is
if anything, said the 69-year-old
Stephens "Making horses: that's "so consistent. As the years went
by. he's had good horse after good
what's important"
Stephens said that he an Whit- horse. It just can't be luck. A lot of
tingham "are really'goodbuddies, people have good stuff, but they
and he's like me. Winning those don't do anything"
Stephens' sister, Mrs. Mandl
things doesn't change nothing
Vtnson, resides in Murray.
Naturally, it's nice to win. But I

Clark improving very slowly
SALT LAKE CITY , AP ,
Barney Clark, Who recvell a permanent artificial heart last
month. is -neither doing really
well nor really poorly," a University of Utah Medical Center
spokesman says
Clark. in m•rious but stable condition toda!, and still reported to

County fiscal court
will meet Tuesday
Calloway County Fiscal Court
will meet Tuesday, Jan 11, at I
p m in the chambers of County
Judge/Executive(1eorgi- Weaks..
Items on the agenda include
Calloway County Rescue Squad
arid redistricting of the
magisterial'districts. in the coon
tv. aci-ording to an office
spokesman

Co. rescue squad
answers fire call
Caliow,i> County I- ire and
Rescue Squad responded to fire at
the home of Thomas Collins. Kt 1,
Kirksey . at? 241p m. Wednesday.
According to a rescue squad
spokesman, the fire, originating in
the chimney, resulted in no
damage to the structure of the Collins' iI4111 le

be improving. very slowly, continues to have problems with Ins
kidneys and. lungs .and Auffers.
Mental confusion, said
periods
spokeszw John Dwan
"We*a little concerned that
the public perception of br.
Clark's condition is better than his
condition actually is," Dwan said
"1 think this is because 'everyone
is so anxious for Dr. Clark to do
well that they pick up on the.
positive things that happen and
play down the fact that he is a
very sick man."
Clark. 61, a retired tiffit from
the surburban Seattle, on Dec. 2
became the first person to receive
a permanent aritificial heart

a

HOME AGAIN — The Marshall County High School bend arrived borne Thursday night after participating
In the 1983 Tournament of Roses Parade in Pasadena, Calif. There were MS band members and 180 adults and
students that made the trip.'Upon returning to Benton, the band was escorted by sight Marshall County police
to the high school. The group travelled in several chartered buses and one semi-truck for the instruments. The
bend is directed by Joe Pettigrew and assisted by Jack Waylord.
Staff photo by arsm,J. Birdaong

Perry County deputy services today

HAZARD, Ky. 0AP ) -- Services
were scheduled today for_a Perry
County deputy'sheriff, one of three
people killed in a shootout between police' and a man beingsought for parole violation.
The deputy, Alex Eversole. 41,
was one of eight. policemen who
went to serve a warrant at the
home of Tommy Allen Combs, 48,
at Glowmawr Hollow, about four
miles south of Hazard.
Combs and his 14-year-old
nephel, Wayne Davis, also were
killed. Their funeral ar—
refinements are-pending:- - Plans are underway- by the
In addition, three- Kentucky
Murray-Calloway Community. State Police troopers were in"Theatre for the thitd • annual jured.
winter dance to be Saturday. Jan
The most seriously injured state
29, at the University Branch of the • trooper, Roy Boleyn, 31. was
Bank of Murray.
reported in serious but stable conThis fun, fund raiser is becom- dition Thursday . at Good
ing a highlight . of the winter Samaritan Hospital in Lexington.
season with the big band music of
Boleyn suffered a spinal injury
Bryan and Welch as the sperm, and had his colon and a 'kidney
feature, according to Pat Meow, removed.- Mother trooper- -AP/as
chairman.
wounded in the arm, and a third
Further information and reserhad a leg wound from flying
vations may be obtained by calldebris. ,
ing Mrs. Kiesow or the theatre at
K.SP Lt. John late said that it
759-1752.
will take days to piece together a

Annual winter dance
is Saturday at bank

full account of the shooting.
"We've got lot of people to interview and there is a lot of
physical evidence to analyze,"
Lile said.
Lile said a news conference will
be held at Frankfort when a report
is ready, probably "in the next
week or so."
-It's like a.big puzzle, you have
to piece it together a piece at a
time," he said. "It's A matter of
finding out who was where at what
time — comparing everything and
_coming up with a total story."
1- Capt. James Gay, commander'
of the Hazard state police post,
said five troopers were sent to the
house with three county officers to

..•/1

The Internal Revenue Service has resorted to the
FILE EAKIN
bright lights of Times Square to prod taxpayers into filing their

MEM
returns early. An IRS *ammo Rashes Wads), en ths compiter
billboard at 43rd Streit.
(AP Iallerpheto)

Recent law changes will affect some tax returns
Recent tax law chaliges will
have some effect on 1962 tax
returns, the Internal Revenue Service said
The changes are as follows
Gain on Sale of Principal
Residence Taxpayers can. exclude up to $125,000 of gain from
the sale of their principal
residences after July 20, 1981, if
they were age 56 or over and met
certain other tests.
Charitable Contributions Persons nuiking charitable contributions are entitled to take a deduction of 25 percent of the contributions up to a maximum of 825
($12.30 for anyone married filing
separately) even If they do not
itemize
Working Couples: When both
spouses work and file a joint
return for 1982. they can deduct
five percent, but not more than
$1,500, of the qualified earned in-

come of"the spouse with the lesser
earnings.
Child and Dependent Care
Credit. The maximum credit for
1942 can be as much as $730 for one
qualifying individual and $1,440
for two or more. These amount*
decrease as adjusted gross income goes above 110,000.
IRA's: Taxpayers are allowed a
82,000 deduction for contributions
to an Individual Retirement Arrangement, even if they are
covered by ah employer's pension
PlanCertain Reinvested Divides&
from Public Utility Companies:
Generally taxpayers MS DOW exclude up to $750($1.5001ill)ahit
return 1 of- the dividends received
under the qualified reinvestment
plan of public utilities such as gas
and electric companies.
Disaster Losses Taxpayers
who experience a disaster loss in
federally declared disaster areas

In 1913 may elect to deduct their
loses on 1983 tax returns or in the
prior year. Either way, they will
have to reduce each loss not only
by $190 but the sum of thealosses
by 10 percent of their adjusted
gross income,as well.
Reduced Ts: Rate: The rate of
tag for all -brackets has been
reduced for 1912. However, no additional computation is necessary
because the reduction has already
been built into the tax table and
the tax rate schedules.
Unemployment Benefits Taxpayers who received unemployment benefits in 1982 must
generally add that amount to all
other income. Single taxpayers
subtract 812,000 from the combined amount and married couples
filing joint returns subtract
118,000. The leaser of one half of
the remainder or the amount of
the unefillgorplat benefits is added to income —

Exclusion for Qualified Interest
from All-Savers Certificates:
Those who invested in All-Savers
Certificates are entitled to a
Lifetime exclusion from gross income of up to $1,000($2,000 if married filing a joint return 1 of qualifying interest from certificates.

Betty Davis, 37, the mother of
the dead 14-year-old, said police
fired without announcement.

Legislature...
Coatiasied From Page 11
by the lawmakers had been the
two-fiour session held on Dec.
1 3,1 978, when flooding in
Frankfort forced the Legislature
to quickly adjourn.
The two sessions are the only
time the General Assembly has
met for just one day.
Both houses adjourned Thursday after a three-day session aimed at choosing leadership and appointing committees for the 1964
regular session that begins next
January.
The session was created by a
1979- constitutional amendment
that was designed to give
legislators more time to prepare
for the regular sessions of the
General Assembly.
Thursday's sessions dealt with
committee assignments, and
Reps. Mark Farrow, D-Stamping
Ground, and Uoyd Clapp, 15-

Quit-sinoking
sessions set

moo'

serve the warrant on Combs; who
had a long criminal record. .
Police surrounded the house and
Eversole and Boleyn went to the
door, Gay said. "Trooper Boleyn
hollered at Tommy and told him
the state police were there and
wanted him to come out."
Gay said Combs opened fire,
either through the closed door or
from the open doorway,ancLpolice
returned the fire.
Some people who were in the
area questioned whether the
deaths were necessary. .

A five-day program, designed to
help people quit smoking, has
been scheduled for Jan. 24-28 at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital
Cosponsored by the hospital's
wellness program and the Murray
Seventh Day Adventist Church,
the program offers two sessions
each day,from 10 until 11:30 a.m.
and time 10100 p.m.
Conducting the sessions will be
Pastor and Mrs. Luther May of
the Adventist church, and tlog
vrill be held in the hospital's ThIga
1111X1r Classroom
Guest speakers will include Dr.
Dan Miller, a member of the
medical staff, and Lori Buchan, a
nutritionist on the staff.
The registration fee for the program is 13, and anyone wishing to
participate may call 78.1-6131, estension 338, for additional information. The progcam is
available to the general public as
well as hospital personnel.

Wing°, were spanked by the
Democratic leadership.
Farrow was removed as chairman of the Judiciary-Civil Committee, while Clapp, a veteran
la maker who formerly .was
speaker pro tern, was dropped
from the prestigious and powerful
Rules Committee.
The move was made by the
Committee on Committees, which
Is composed of the five
Democratic Party leaders and the
Republican Party minority floor
leader.
Clapp nominated Farrow to oppose House Speaker Bobby
Richardson, D-Glasgow, for reelection during a closed
Democratic Party caucus Tuesday. Farrow was defeated 52421,
but it was the first time Richardson had received any opposition in
three terms as majority floor
leader and one as speaker.
Richardson said Farrow was
removed as committee chairman
for a lack of cooperation with the
leadership and not because he had
opposed him for speaker.
Richardson said the problem
with Farrow was not that he did
not always side with the leadership, but would oppose them after
indicating he would support their
position.
Richardson said there were
several incidents during the 1982
session, but would not elaborate.
Farrow charged that he was
ousted for being too independent.
*said his first obligation is to the
people of his district and he had
made that clear to the leadership
at the time he was given the chair"I think I made that clear to
them from the very start," Farrow said. "There are plenty of
times!can't go along with you."
Rep. Freed Curd, D-Murray,
who had unsuccessfully opposed
Rep. William Donnermeyer,
Bellevue. for Democratic caucus
chairman, was removed as vice
chairman of the Cities Committee,
but Richardson said it was at
Curd's request.

Signs...

IRS noted that other changes in
ICaslined Fren Per 11
the law will affect such things as
medical deductions but these
other changes will have no bearattitude atRthsity in funding the sign is typical of the spirit exhibited
ing on 1982 returns.
by citizens throughout the community." Parsons said. "It is this
spirit that makes Murray such a great place to live, and it exAdditional information on these
emplifies the Rotary motto of Service Above Self."
topics appears in the instructions
Erecting signs at each of the six entrances to the city is a major
which come with the tax package,
project of the Community Improvement Volunteers. In addition to
and in the free IRS Publicatiso
"Welcome to Murray," each al the signs will have a single statement
563, "Highlights of INS Tax
that identifies something about Murray.Sane of the statements are:
Changes," available by using the
"Home of Murray State University." "Home of the National Boy
handy order form in the tax
Scout Museum," "Birthplace of Radio," and "Cultural Center of
package. You may also order
West Kentucky."
Publication 563 by writing IRS
The Volunteersare hopeful other clubs and organisations will uponForms Distribution Center, P. %______
the remaining signs. Approaches have been made to several
eet
Box 636, Florence. Ke31.
----ipieups and further funding is anticipated.
41011.
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Japan cutting tariffs
A Japan grown rich on exports to Europe and the
United States cannot expect to keep its own doors
closed to the foreign imports necessary to make
free trade a two-way street. Accordingly, the
Japanese have been under mounting pressure for
years to lower tariffs and other barriers to the entry
of Western goods.
The pressure has grown understandably more intense as recessions in Europe and the United States
drive up unemployment and increase popular
resentment at the continuing flood tide of Japanese
imports.
A year ago. Japan responded by cutting tariffs on
1453 items. Six months later, more than 200Padditional products were added to the list of potential
imports facing lower tariffs and fewer of the niggling bureaucratic barriers that have helped keep
Japan a semi-closed market.
The Japanese government recently announced
plans to reduce or eliminate tariffs on an additional
47 agricultural commodities and 28 industrial products. This is especially good news because it
seems to indicate that Japan's new prime minister,
Yasuhiro Nakasone, intends to make good on his
promise to push for free-trade policies at borne as
well as abroad. That is the kind of message that
Washington especially needs to hear as the Reagan
administration prepares for Nakasone's scheduled
visit in January.
Unless the administration canfind a magic bullet
to end this recession, Congress will be under growing political pressure from the public next year to
adopt protectionist measures.. Never mind that
those measures would do more harm than good in
the long run; the unemployed tend to be more concerned with their immediatesplight.
Prime Minister Nakasone seems to recognize
these political realities. And the recent an• nouncements on further liberalization of Tokyo's
trade policies suggest that his government is
capable of resisting its own domestic pressure for
protectionism despite Japan's current minirecession.
Still, all of the Japanese concessions announced
to date will not be near enough to trase-Japan's-S18-billion-per-year trade surplus with the United
States and its $12-billion-per-year surplus with the
European Economic Community.
While these surpluses are not entirely Japan's
"fault" — who can blame the Japanese for exporting high quality at very competitive prices?
Something closer to a trade balance must be struck
eventually if protectionism is to be held at bay.
Se, President Reagan will have every reason to
push still harder for Japanse concessions even as he
welcomes those already announced by Prime
Minister Nakasone's government.

Holiday spirit needed
The power of Christmas both uplifts and saddens.
There is immense iinspiration in the joyous
message of love and hope, in the shimmering vision
of the gentle goodness that should prevail in a world
often battered by hatred and hostility, besmirched
by greed and arrogance.
The sad part is knowing that the surge of holiday
harmony and the sense of spiritual renewal will
soon start to fade as the everyday struggle
Muffles.

Yet must the inspirational power of Christmas be
so transitory? Not if the leaders of our society do a
better job of remembering that appeals to the best
in people can indeed elicit positive response, that
calls for shared sacrifice and the dedication to compassion and justice can truly sustain a nation in
times of hardship and doubt.
America has been through two bruising decades.
Trouble abroad — such as the tragedy of Vietnam,
the seizure of U.S. hostages in Iran, the awesome
economic challenge of Japan — has ,left many
citizens anxious, angry, bewildered. The relentless
nuclear .arms race has grown more menacing. -At
home,traditional measures of morality have been
jolted and sometimes overturned. A once golden
economy has slumped appallingly. Many
unemployed breadwinners frankly wonder if they
will ever have truly good jobsagain.
Yet, despite the adversity, America remains a
strong society. Although it must lower its material
sights and adapt to some painful new geopolitical
realities in the world, the United States is still a
land of splendid opportunity and prodigious potential.
The primary task,so simple and yet so elusive, is
to strive for a new consensus in the social,economic
and political spheres; to redefine the American
poesibility in an age of relative austerity; and to
better satisfy the thirst for inspiration — during all
seasons of the year.
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Heartline Is. a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a ,question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartllne, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, damped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEART1JNE I am 68 years old
and my husband is 69 He is one of the
most stubborn individuals when he
has made up his mind about
something And one thing he has
decided, and cannot be swayed from,
is that he doesn't need a will He says
that we do not own enough property
or have enough money in the bank to
be bothered with making a will. He
also believes that since we are shown

Arlo

as co-owners of the house and say trigs account and so forth, that I will
get-everything if he should die first
Hoiever, I am not so sure about that.
And, for my own security and peace
of mind. I must be sure. If I were to
somehow lose the house or any of our
savings. I would have a very hard
time financially What can I tell him
that might change his mind about
this' W W
ANSWER Sometimes, as in your
case, it ran be more important for
people who have few assets to have a
will than for those who are very
wealthy If your husband should die
first, a will could be your only protection to safeguard your future financial security
When a person dies intestate
witholif a will 1. then the estate must

be divided according to the laws of
the state in which that person
resides In many states, this could
leave a widow with only one-third of
the estate, with the other two-thirds
to be divided equally among any
children There can be no exceptions
made even a the children are well off
financially and the division of property in this manner leave the widow in
a dire situation Sometimes, according to state laws, if there are no
children, the parents or brothers and
sisters of the deceased will inherit
portion of the estate In cases where
the couple own their home, a car and
a small savings account, the laws of
the state could result in the widow
having to sell the home and car so
that all the money from the estate
could be divided as outlined by the
state laws

•16113

We would suggest that you ask
your husband to at last check with an
attorney to find out how state laws
would apply to his estate if he were to
die with no will lie could even learn
that a relative he doesn't even like
would ...-come
h.
one of his heirs if he
doesn't have a will Or, he might see
that you would not be left sufficiently
provided for if laws of the state
should apply
I.'t
tw, the one to do the
research and then discuss how the
estate would be settled and what you
would need to be financially secure
If you would (le left with less than you
need: this could change his mind WI'
hope that he does change'his mind
and has a will made, anti that you will
have-one made for you at the same
time

looking back
Ten years ago
iral snow of the year-lut.Mur- .
ray and Calloway County Melt
pectedly this morning A total ac
-cumulation of 2' inches was recorded, according to John Ed Scott, Itteld
weather observer
Deaths reported include .1 M
I WI' Variable,63
JOC Poole,.J Larry. Slinker .antl
Eugne Fielder have enlisted III the
I/lilted States Air Force
Luba: Parrish was elected chairman and Fericll Miller vice chair- .
man of Calloway C4outity Hoard of
Education Other board members
are Bill Stubblefitld. Calvin Key and
Robert ss
Births reitorted include a girl to
Mr and Mrs John C Neubauer. Ttr•.
Jan I
.
Twenty years-ago
- -Postage rates went up todiiS *Rates
are five cents for first class, letter.
four tents for- postcard,'eight cents
for airmail letter and six cents for
airmail postcard
Deaths reported include Miles E
Beach.84, and A McK inney. 67
The I Away Supermarket on South
1'2th Street was robbed of about $2,000
in a breakin early yesterdaY morning, at•cording to Sheriff Woodrow
Rickman
_
Mr arid Mrs /I II Dunn of Hazel
celebrated their ttOth wedding anniversary on Jan 5
Births reported include a boy to
Mr and Mrs Dun Smunons..lan 4
Mr :1111.Mrs Vert)lt. Fay lor spent
the holiday s with their daughters and
families. Mr anti Mrs Jack Speegle
anti children and Mr and Mrs 1'
Taylor and children, all of Roswell,
NM
-Thirty years ago
licattis reported ' nicht& W Ii
Billic McKee',82
1.t John Mack Carter. sun of Mr
and Mrs W Z I 'arter of Murry. us
stationed with the United States
Navy at San Francisco, Calif
Births reported include a girl to
Mr and Mrs Joe Wilt- Beale and a
girl to Mr and Mrs. liuSsell Wilson.
Dec. 26-, a girl to Mr and Mrs E I
Winchester, Dec 27, a girl to Mr apd
Mrs. law Roy Ream, Ih.c. 28, a girl to
Mr and Mrs Larry Gardner and
twin girls to Mr. and Mrs Sam 1.1:,
Dec. D..and boy to Mr. ...and_ Mrs_
Elwood Newsome. Dec 30
Julian Mayer, Jr , son of Mr and
Mrs Julian Mayer,Sr of Murray. is
stationed at Fort Relvoir. Va
In high school basketball gdflICS
Murray beat Renton. Wing() beat
Lynn' Grove and Kirksey beat
Fulgham. High team scorers were
Jerry King and Joe Farmer Orr for
Murray, Clark for Renton, James
Waggoner for Wing°, Bobby Kemp
for Lynn Grove, Sinter for Kirk-ivy
and Hancock for Fulghadi
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letters to the editor

Reader disputes "tone" of Pearce's article
Murray Ledger & Times and
The Courier-Journal Magazine
Louisville, Ky.,40202
To The Editor;
Never would I dispute John Ed
Pearce's statement that Calloway
County and Murray are unusual and
have a lot going for them. What I
would dispute is the rather negative
and backward looking tone of his article that belies those statemerits.
I'm not a native of Murray Or Kenv
tucky, having come here 5 years ago
from New York State, and yes."Murray grows on you," because of as
caring, intelligent and talented people.
No community, large or small, is
without its warts and that's alright to
report as they can offer a lot of
character and color, but why not
paint in a few of the good features.
We are not all dirt roads, unpsinted. .
farms, rusty buckets On wooden
wells. Our people take much pride in
our new hospital and Qtamber of
Commerce buildings, the library and
its annex, the Wrather Museum on
campus, the renovated depot in our
park, to name a few. Couldn't there
have been one or two photographs of
those? Remember, "A picture is
worth a thousand words."
Most communities, as well as people, have to be puttied into change
and progress, and in that respect WC
are no different than a community in
New York State or any state for that
matter!
We are rightfully proud that we
were chosen as the new site of the National Boy Scout Museum; that our
Calloway County High School
Chamber Singers have been invited
to sing in Vienna; that our gifted and
talented program was ranked the
highest in the date; that both our
high schools have top ranking speech
and/or drama teams; that our
hospital will have a million dollar
CAT SCAN and is being considered
for regional hospital concept; that we
are an All-Kentucky City 119110); that
our Community 'Theatre operates all
year, not just in the summer; that
Murray High Band was National
Champions 11977); that we have a
local Development Corporation Industrial Foundation and Tourism
Cominission, which is unique for a
smaD community in the date. We are
proud of their record in upgrading
and developing properties. We are
Proud of what the university has accornithehed odor Dr. Curris' leaderdip and 41M11111111.1111110 — national
accredited/a cif the Business Collates, SIW &Mut Museum,strenghtening at the Arta and Athletic programs, upgrading of WKMS radio
station. These are just a few things.
Mod of all, I believe we are proud
of all the many talented and gifted
people who have chosen to work and

live here. In that, Murray and
Calloway County are truly unique in
having such an abundance.
Yea, John Ed, we care about our
community. I already have a copy of
Kerby Jennings' "The Story of
Calloway County." So you can see
why my families and friends initial
excitement and joy in the article
became a real letdown when the pre-

sent day Murray really wasn't pictured' We didn't need another
history, we needed your proven
literary ability accentuating the
p4xotive and our aCcomplishments in
'the . past decade and especially the
present
Pat Mrs Paul Kiesow
1609 Greenbrier Road
Murray.
4207-1

County jail problem discussed
To The Editor,
Our county, is well as many other
counties.is faced with IVRY serious
problem, and we believe that the
public should be made aware of it
The problem is that our county jail Li
not big enough to hold all of the people that are given a jail sentence.
There have been three cases in the
last two weeks where drunk drivers .
could not be locked up because there
was no room in the jail for them. In--stead, the individuals were released
to responsible individuals who took
Iberia Mine and sat* to it that they
didn't drive again that night.
With the recent publicity about the
drink driving problem, it is
discouraging for us to see drink
drivers released before they -ever
even sober up! However, if the jail is
already full with convicted thieves,
convicted drunk drivers, and other
criminals, there is no other choice
available.
It is no one's fault that our jail

stays full and that the Jail sentence of
some criminals MUM be delayed until
a space opens up in the jail Part of
the problem comes from the fact that
there are prisoners in our jail that
are waiting to go to the penitentiary
'These crunma Ls cannot be sent on to
the penitentiary until there is a place
open for them there.
The problem of jail and prison
overcrowding is a problem that we
face in Calloway County and all over
the Commonwealth of Kentucky
kWe, don't .have the answer .to the
ptoblern More jail and prison space
will omit more taxpayer' dollars„
As the District Judge. County Attorney, and County Jailer in
Calloway County, we believe that we
are obligated to make you aware of
the problem, and we urge you to contact your local and state governments to make your thoughts knownSincerely,
David C.Buckingham
Max W. Parker
• — 'fide J(WIC11

thoughts in season

today in history

By Ken Wolf
A friend wrote this to me in a letter
some years ago. It is an idea that all
thinkers should meditate upon from
Wne to time.
The wisdom involved in living a
satisfying and fulfilling 1110 lies
not particularly in deep thought
but in applying the right
thought at the right time.
WRITE A LETTER
Letters
to the editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification. The
phone number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general interest.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.'
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times. Box 1040, Murray, Ky.

Today is Entity. Jan 7. the
seventh day of 1983 There are 158
days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history.
OrrJan 7, 1953, President Harry
Truman announced- that the United
States had developed a, hydrogen
bomb.
On this date In 1584. the Gregorian calendar
was adopted by Catholic states of the
Holy Roman Empire.
In 1789, the first U.S. presidential
election was held
In 1927, radio-telephone service
was opened between New York and
London.
In 1979, the Cambodian government of Pol Pot fell to Vietnamesebacked rebels.
•
Ten years ago: Police killed a
sniper atop a New Orleans motor
lodge after the killing of six people
and wounding of 12.
Five years ago: Returning from a
trip to Europe, the Middle East and
India, President Jimmy Carter said
he favored a referendum on the
future for Palestinians living in the,
larseli-occupied Gin strip and West
Bank — a referendum That did not in-

clude the choice of independence
One year ago President Reagan
announced his decision to continue
registration of young men for a possible military draft
Cartoonist
Today's birthday
Charles Addams in 71
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'Job Club'formed by Russell Railroad YMCA

datebook
Camera club will meet

Pock 57will meet

Cub Scout Pack 57 will meet Tuesday,Jan. Met 7
p.m. in Carter School Gym. All Cubs are encouraged to attend with their parents or guardians. Cub
Scout Pack 57 is sponsored by Carter School ParentTeacher Organization.

Murray-Calloway County Camera Club will meet
bto%day. Jan. 10. at 7 p.m. at the Annex of the
Calloway Public Library. The program will be on
'Filters and Light.'

Horse club plans meeting
The Colts and Fillies 4-H Horse Club will meet
Monday. Jan 10, at 7 p m at the Carman Pavilion.
College Farm Road "Horse Judging" will be the
subject of the program. accorditig to Martha Ryan,
leader

Sigmoslo meet Monday
The Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's
Club is scheduled to meet Monday. Jan. 10. at 7:30
p in at the dub house The program on "American
Primitives. will be by Jan Sargent
Hostesses will be Tara Dennison, Betty Gore.
lois Keller, Mary Ann ru.ssell, Vicki Miller and
1Rah Hart

Lodge officers elected

•

Farmington Lodge No 382 Free and Accepted
Masons elected new officers on Monday!! Dec. 77.
James Gream installed the following in a special
ceremony
Johnny Cates, milster. Roy Knight. senior
warden; C.W. Jackson, junior warden; Hoyt
Mangrum. treasurer. James. Gream. secreary ,
Donald Rodgers. senior deacon; Roy Clark, junior
deacon; James Toney. senior steward; Larry
Miller, junior steward. Paul Sanderson. tiler. Carole Pierce. chaplain, and Willis Sanders. marshal!

Brittany M. Shem well born
Mr and Mrs Gary Shernwell, lit 8. Benton, are
the parents of a daughter. Brittany Marie, weighing
-six pounds six ounces, born Tuesday, Dec ?A, at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
They have one son, Brian Grandparents are Mr
and Mrs Wavil Joseph and Mr and Mrs Roscoe
Shernwell

Matthew C. Crouse born
Mr. arid Mrs. Clayton Crouse, Rt 2. Benton are
the parents of a son, Matthew Clayton, weighing six
pounds four ounces, measuring 19 inches, born Sunday. Dec 26, at 5 45 p m at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
Grandparents are Mr and Mrs Gene McClard,
Fit 6, Benton, and Mrs Louise Crouse Barker, lit 8,
"
Renton. and the late J.(' Crouse

Justin Ryon Nonney born
Mr and Mrs Donald Nanney, Rt 1. Benton, are
the parents of a son. Justin Ryan, weighing seven
.pounds seven ounces, measurip#1014 inches, born
Thursday. Dec 16, at 11 48 a in at Murrayy Uountiliospital They have another son.
Jason, I
Malone, Rt
Grandparents are Mr and Mrs
4. Renton, and Mr and Mrs James Nanney, itt 1,
Benton A great-grandmother is Mrs„ Daisy
England of Benton

Patient dismissed
Recently dismissed from 1.ourdes Hospital,
Paducah. was Kay Poplin of Murray

Ministerial Association
plans meeting Wednesday
The Murray-Calloway County Ministerial
Association will meet Wednesday, Jan. 12. at 1 p.m.
in the conference rooni_of_ the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. All ministers of Murray and
Calloway.County are urged to attend as plans for
the year will be discussed and assignments in
hospital chaplaincy, jail ministry, radio and nursing home ministries and other coordinated programs will be considered.
New officers of the association are Dr. Jerre!!
White. president: the . Rev. Calvin Wilkins. vice
president, the Rev. Rick Kirchoff, secretifty;-the
Rev. I.uther May, treasurer: the Rev. Jim Stubbs.
worship. Dr. David Roos, community concerns;
Dr. Walter V. Mischke, Jr., program..

RUSSELL,Ky.( AP) — unemployed, not just
If the first meeting is any railroaders." Lowe addIndication, the lob club" ed. "The way I see it this
formed by the Russell is really going to be pretRailroad YMCA might ty well self operating."
The Chessie System's
turn out to be a great
Raceland carshops have
idea.
Thirty-five people laid off about 1,700
showed up for the first employees since the
meeting of the club. beginning of 1982, leaving
which was formed in an only about 300 employed
attempt to help the there
Garry Massie, presijobless find work.
"It went real well." dent of United
said Roy Lowe. director Steelworkers Local 1865
of the YMCA."They were at Ashland. said the local
really enthusiastic and had approximately 1,200
interested, and had some workers either laid off or
working short weeks at
interesting ideas."
Lowe said he got the Armco Steel.
Those who showed up
idea for the club after
many laid-off railroaders Wednesday included
came to the YMCA look- former railroad, steel
company and mining
ing for jobs
"These are people company employees as
whose benefits have run well as a plumber, a
out and they're losing" carpenter and a former
their cars and their secretary.
Eight were women.
homes, and people who
may never get their old Lowe said.
Lowe said he had no
jobs back," he said.
"We hope to attract a definite ideas about how
cross-section of the club would operate.

South Pleasant Grove Club
meets at the Western Sizzlin

The home of Margaret
Roach was the scene of
ineeting on Tuesday,
Dec 14, of the Paris Road
Homemakers Club
A potluck luncheon was.
served at 11 30 a;
folloiked by a gift exchange
Faustene Walker.
president, presided
Marie Wyatt read the
scripture from Matthew
2 Sally Henson called the
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by Mrs. Patricia Lassiter
and co-sponsored by Mrs.
Jackie Abbott.
Any student may enter,
but must have an 88 or
above average for each
grading period.
Officers of the club are
not elected, but are
chosen by previous year
officers.
The officiating officers
of the year 1982-83 school
year as follows:
Wendy L. Parker,
president
Jody Alan Lassiter,
vice president
Kelli L. Burkeen,
secretary
Anne-Marie Hoke,
treasurer
Timmy E. Black,

reporter
Todd Bohannon,
devotion
Andy Adams,
parliamentarian
Lee Ann Rayburn,
PratliNn
Natalie McDougal.
song leader

_
LIMITED ENGAGEMENT tr

PETER SELLERS
BLAKE EDWARDS'

Mrs. Bobby Adams hostess
for Coldwater Club meeting
Mrs. Bobby Adams president, presided. Mrs
opened her home for the Lagena Bawll called the
December dinner roll and gave the year's
meeting of the Coldwater financial report.
Homemakers Club.
Also present were
Following the meal the
group gathered around Master Joe Dereck
the decorated Christmas Adams, Mrs. Arlene

tree displaying some
handmade ornaments
made by the family. Also
shown was a patchwork
tree shirt made by Jerry
Dale Adams, son of Mrs.
Adams.
Mrs. Sherwood Potts,

Lurene Cooper, Louise Short
lead Pottertown club program

The Pottertown presided with reports beHomemakers Club met ing given by Shirley
Wednesday, Dec. 8, at Werts and Iva Alford.
Colonial House The devotion was given
Smorgasbord for the by Mrs. Short.
regular meeting and holiGifts were exchanged.
day Party.

A reading was given by
Lurene Cooper and
Louise Short on
"Christmas Carols" as to
wrote the carol and the
corresponding scripture.
Carols were sung with
Mrs. Short as pianist.
Games were directed by
Dorothy Simon.
Bobbie Cook, president,

Also attending were
Dorothy Sobieski, Marian
Fox, Kay Carlson, Ruby
Kelly, Blanche Larson,
Debts Rice, Lois Smith,
Lallie Hurt, Mildred
Riordian, Arabelle
Sowell, Mary E. Moore,
Lavine Carter. Dolly
Lorenz and Mary -Geri.Zen.

Coldwoter Baptist Women's
Group meets for special event
The Baptist Women of church.
Wilma Sanders
Coldwater Baptist
presented
lesson on
church had their annual- the subject,the
"Look At the
holiday party and
meeting on Tuesday, Fields: White Unto
Dec. 7, at6:30 p.m. at the Harvest."

Presiding for the opening was Joyce Carpenter.

Betty Darnell, president,
conducted the business.
Mary Easley gave a
report on the group's mission project.

The members drew
names of residents at
Meadowview Retirement
Home and purchased
gifts for Christmas for
them.
Sunshine friends were

Liss will b•
celobeirtioss 198327 lbs. slimmer
Pee been tliirdune

They couldn't have
liked each other less...

MAkit iiAh.411
HAI/180N fOpt
CAME FISHER

Adams, Mrs. Vivian
Adams, Mrs. Esther
Doores, Mrs. Odell
Youngblood and Mrs.
Mable Fuqua.
. The January meeting
will be at the home of
Mrs. Sherwood Potts.

Special events are scheduled
by Northside Baptist Women

Bargain Matinees Sat. & Sun. 2 01)
Chvri & Cine•All Seats S1 50

SPECIAL
LIMITED
ENGAGEMENT

"These were people
who were depressed, who
had been out of work for
months, and you could
see them get excited
about it," he said. 'They
became involved real
quickly."

Junior Beta officers
serving Middle Club

Lassie

LAI)
%owl§ M

and having speakers on
how to seek employment.
Lowe said he detected a
change in attitude among
those at the meeting.

home
Margaret Roach opens
•
for Paris Rood Club meeting

All Winter Merchandise
Up To

but those present seemed
to setoff to rigida start.
"A lot of people knew
about places that were
hiring. About 30 of the 35
people took assignments
to check out," he said.
Many were willing to
relocate, and some were
even checking
possibilities for overseas
employment,he said.
He said they also
discussed obtaining films

Members of the South Orr, Clovis Brown, Clara
P leasant Grove Brandon, Clovis Jones,
Homemakers Club rnet at Martha Butterworth,
W estern Sizz lin Delpha Taylor, Donna
The Northside Baptist Terrace Lodge with all
Steakhouse . for their. .Jackson, Luta Hutson, mach Young Women residents receiving gift,.
December meeting.
Clara Jean Paschall and held their December Several ladies from the
Justine Story read a Freda Humphreys.
meeting in the home of church assisted with the
Christmas story.
The club will meet Kathy Mohler,President. program.
Gifts were exchanged.
Wednesday, Jan. 12, at
A thank you note' was
roll with members
Present were Hilda 1:30 p.m. at the home of •
Ann Salmon read the
from Woodruff
answering with "What I
read
Orr, Estelle Gooch, Ellen luta Hutson.
prayer
calendar for the
Like About Christmas."
Family of Union City,
month.
Games were directed
Tenn., for a donation
Refreshments'- were
by Miry Wilson with Dolly
made for their children's
served
by Mrs. Mohler to °
Kiser as the prize winner.
liver transplant surgery.
Also present were
Fruit baskets for the Mary Ann McCuiston,
Louise Dunn, Mary West,
elderly and shut-ins were Janet Marvin, Ann
and school.
By TIMMY BLACK
Charlene ('urd. Topsy
prepared by the women Salmon and Janice
The
Calloway
County
Beta
Club
reporter
Brandon„ Ola McIntosh,
and were delivered for Graham.
Alice Steely, Virginia' Junior Beta is a na- Middle School Junior the holidays.
The group will meet
Duke. Mary Alice Gee, tional honor club Beta Club has 97
Also the women con- Monday, Jan. 10, at 7
members
consisting
of
Willie Lee Buster and available to students with
ducted their "Christmas p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Mary Crutchfield, the lat- a high academic average seventh and eighth grade Countr Store" at Fern Sahnon.'
in grades ais thr01M1h students.
ter a riaw member.
The club is sponsored
The club will meet nine. Beta members are

Tuesday, Jan. II, at 1 Involved in many prop m. in the home of Mat- jects and activities that
are performed for the
tie Lee Buster.
good of the community

!Aid and

Mairay Ledges it Times

When Jackie Gleason told his oda be
could have any preeent be wanted.
he picked the moat outrageous gift
Of all.. Richard Pryor.
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Qur Pizza Is Already
The Lowest Price
In Town!

Small Size

Rog.$3.65
Medium Size
Rog.$4.45
Largo Six*
Rog.$5.95

Now VI 80
Now $25
2
95
Now $2

The Famous
Spaghetti Factory
Olympic Pisza, Murray

753-0003

revealed with gifts
Names were drawn for

1963
Other members present were Flora Richardson, Rosy Manning,
Christine Williams, Nancy Hamilton, Shirley
Carr, Fay Manning,
Magdalene Manning,
Marge West, Donna
Fulcher, Reba Kelly,
Vicki Knight and Sandra
Toney.
New members present
were Dorothy Kernel,
Mayme Johnson and
Lovie Finney.
Children present were
Julie and Brandy
Carpenter, Melody
Hamilton, Leah and
Jeremy Darnell, Brenda
Sanders aid Amanda and
Shane Knight.
The next meeting will
be Tuesday, Jan. 11, at 7
oeu
m.g at the church with
Fulcher and Reba
Kelly as heeteeses.
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New Concord
club meets
for party

„ Your ladividual
&mope

Frescos Drake
FOR SATURDAY.
JANI ARY 8,1983
YOUR GENERATIONS- roar generations were together recently at a famiWhat kind al day will tomor- ly dinner at the home a/ Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Ayers of Puryear, Tenn They
row be" Ts find eat "Fast the are,from left, Mrs. Maggie
Paschall,
Murray.
her son, Carves Paschall, Paris.
stars say, read the forecast Tenn., her granddaughter.
Mn. Dale (Alone) Walker. St. Louis, Mo and her
gives for your birth alga.
Peat Itrah4ton, Brad Walker, 1 kt, also of St. Louis

The New Concord
Homemakers Club met in
the holiday decorated
home of, Mrs Ivan
Mayfield on Thursday.
Dec 9. for the annual
holiday party
A covered dish luncheon was served buffet
style The hostess was
assisted by Mrs. Robert
Taylor
Gifts were exchanged
following the luncheon
The club members
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beautiful decorated cake
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show their appreciation
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Gushing gasoline
causes great fire

Ewing Swann
funeral rites
on Saturday

NEWARK. NJ. (AP) gasoline and diesel fuel io
— Gasoline from a rap) make deliveries to seryice stations. The terlured storage tank
ed "like Niagara Falls" minal is in a heavily inThe funeral for Ewing before erupting early to- dustrial area about five
G. Swann will be Satur- day In a window - miles from New York Ciday at 1 p.m. in the shattering explosion that ty across the mouth at the
chapel of Blalock - killed one man,injured at Hudson River with few
Coleman Funeral Hams. least 33 others and sent residences nearby.
The Rev. G:T. Moody will flames hundreds of feet
The concussion from
officiate. Wayne Halley into the sky.
the blast was felt in
and Gus Robertson. Jr.,
The fuel "went through Mount Sinai, N.Y., about
will be soloists - with the holes ... it was spilling 75 miles from Newark,
Ricirard Jones as out like Niagara Falls," police said. In Greenorganist.
said George Gray, one wich, Conn.. about 50
Burial will follow in witness. "We all saw the miles away, police said
Murray Memorial gas: That's when we they received 300 calls
within 30 minutes of the
decided to run."
Gardens.
Mornings Later, the fuel explosion.
Friends may call at the
Shock waves from the
fillieral home from 4 to 9 exploded in a blast felt up
to 75 miles away. Flames blast blew out windows in
p.m. today (Friday).
Mr. Swann, 75, 700 reached 300 feet to 300 the downtown shopping
South 16th St., died feet into the sky and the district of Jersey City.
Thursday at 12:30 a.m. at fire was so intense that about four miles from the
firefighters were forced fuel facility, and set off
his home.
He is survived by his back from the burning some burglar alarms.
wife, Mrs. Virginia tanks and had to wait for Sgt. Neill Flynn said
Broach Swann; one the blaze to burn itself three people were arrested in downtown
daughter, Mrs. Bill out.
Newark Fire Director Jersey City after police
Hourigan, Bowling
- Green; one `r son, Don John daufield said three received reports of.
Swann, Louisville; five gasoline tanks holding a looting.
Two people, including a
grandchildren, Scott, total of 450,000 barrels of
3-year
-old boy, were
the
fuel
were
still
burning
Leah and Amy Hourigan
and Nicole and Amy more than four hours treated for cuts sustained
after the 12:15 a.m. explo- when windows shattered,
Swann.
Also surviving are four sion. A barrel is 42 said Joan Cleary of the
Jersey City Medical
sisters, Mrs. Johnnie gallons.
A man's badly burned Center. Twenty-one Other
Efioch, -Paris, Tenn.,
Mrs. Opal Graham, Mur- body, which was not im- people were injured at
mediately identified, was the terminal. Two of
ray, Mrs. James Boyd,
found several hundred them were hospitalized in
Mayfield, and Mrs. Ur- feet
from the burning stable condition, one for
ban Webb, Apopka,Fla.
tanks, Caullield said. heed lacerations and one
Another man was miss- for smoke inhalation.
ing, he said.
Martin Dornsky, city
"It looks like devasta- editor of the Wichita,
tion. There's many Kan., Eagle-Beacon,
buildings in there that vacationing in Bayonne,
have been very heavily about three miles from
damaged, some Newark, said dozens of
automobiles that are windows were broken in
Services for Mrs. completely demolished," the two-story brick house
Jessie Byars are today at Caufield said.
he was in.
\
1 p.m. in LeDon Chapel,
"Flames were shooting
Police said there were
ftidgeway Morticians, about 40 railroad tank a thousand feet or more
Paris, Tenn. The Rev. cars within 100 feet of the En the air," said Domsky.
Warren Sykes is of- blazing storage tanks, but "It lasted close to a
ficiating.
Caufield said the fire "is minute, or two. In
Burial will follow in not going anyplace." He Bayonne, dozens of winBradley Cemetery.
said it would bur1i for dows were broken and
Mrs. Byars, 73, South several hours.
alarms were set off by the
Market Street, Paris, was
Tom Norwood, a broken windows."
pronounced dead on -ar- spokesman for Texaco in
rival at Henry _County Houston, said the facility
General,. **Wel there is a sales terminal where Prices furnished by First
tanker trucks load with of Michigan, Woodman
Wednesday morning)
Bldg.
Born May 13, 1909, in
Au p
.45
Calloway County, she
Pralorts
was the daughter of the
Oaranno• lamars
late Don Wilson and
WSW
akrfolor
Elzora Manning Wilson.
Dupont
She was a member of the
Yard
GAY
Puryear Baptist Church.
Gummi Dromici
She was married Feb.
A roller skating party Goorft Man
Tinr
21, 1936, to Obie Gardner for the Robertson and Gaiang
Candfteli
Byars who died June 19, Carter Elementary Cesslyest
0111
Centers will be Saturday Galt
I 1 II
Mrs. Byars is survived from 2 to 4 p.m. at Roller .1 C hoary
Arlo.
by one stepdaughter, Skating of Murray.
Mort
Mrs. Celle Addle ValenThis is fund raising Wary Lay Cam
hawk
tine, Puryear, Tenn.; one event for the Parent- lanhar Oafs
son, Billy G. Byars, Teacher Organizations of Tame
UI Takata
Paris, Tenn.; one step- both centers in the Mur- 50
120
son, Chesley P. Byars; 13 ray City School System, a
Views
step grandchildren.
VTO spokesman said.
MY nil

Mrs. Byars'
rites today
at chapel

Stock market

KEA opposes new state university entrance requirements

HIGHL'AND with teachers first
do this physica•ily and said Doris Butler, a
the Instruction and ProHEIGHTS, Ky. iAP -The council's proposal
financially without Florence Elementary
The Kentucky Education calls for specific course slighting any student," teacher and a member of fessional Development
Conunittee of the KEA.
Association opposes new requirements- in high
THESE
MARKET REPORTS ARE SPONSORED BY
Mate univertity entrance school -for college-hound
requirements as'elitist'' sduents Evidence of
and has proposed stan- competency tn the redards of its own.
quired
supjects. InKLINT KELL,
MAYFIELD. KY. — 247-0673 Or 1-800-592-3488
"This proposal is in- cluding standarthied test
•
tended to increase the
results, would be accepquality in high school of- table in lieu- of the
ferings. but it narrows specified COUTSC3
••••••
VI•• Se' 1.•
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Ms • .• •
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IWAK GOT 11.0 KNOW- lea unfair to tar all e•angelosts with the Same brush. Mans I l'INplre their
followers ill tve better people — to be kinder to their
fellow men and hit'.,• faith in the Lord.
(;.141 cannot be bought, nor does he rear r% •• his
blessings for those who send mones to is IV esanKellett.
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liEA/t ABBY I have n problem that is eating rn
In
sides out I. started writing to a Tv evangelist be. ruse I
have multiple eclernans I know he is well reapri-ted. in
touch with God and does many good things The problem
is that he always wants more money I sent him Illoo
Then he wrist, to me personally and told me that some
thing great was going to happen to•rne but I had to semi
rI in if I had to Kaye nis iwrinies
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HOMECOMING — (Top) Mrs. Geri Hooker and her 2-yearold daughter Genlyn watch while husband and daddy Gary
Hooker brings home the bacon with the Globetrotters. (Right
photos Hooker signs autographs after entertaining the Murray
crowd with fore dunks and after-dunks.
Staff photos by Jim Rector

Hooker receives liomecoming hoopla!,as Harlem Globetrotter
(Continued from Page 1
But perhaps more exciting for his hometown
crowd- was the Opportunity he received to display
' his new role as Vie
_ show's
clown or --comedy pivotman,L even if it was for only a single quarter
Globetrotter coach Tex
Harrison said that's the
process the team uses in
developing new showmen
one quarter at a time
"Gary's in the
polishing stage. Now all
he got to do is learn
more showbiz savvy.
He's got a pair of the best
hands I've seen in the
game today and all he's
got to do is learn when to
apply the slapstick. you
know, the showbiz
routines and all that"
Harrison recruited
Hooker from Murray

State and from the summer pro league he was
playing in primarily
because of his rebounding
ability, but also for his
all-41zund
.
.'First thing I look for is
how good a basketball
player is, Second,. what
kind (4 personality he has
and how well he projects
Charisma and adaptibility That plays a big part
in a player's selection
and he (Hooker' unpressl
ed me in all areas"
Hooker's fan populanty
has become his meal
ticket since joining the
team, a necessity as a
member of the basketball
clowns of the world.
David Stone, the
Globetrotters' announcer. said Hooker
easily met the criteria for

a showman and frias
steadily improved in his
new role tits opposed to
being merely a player
during the various
1t
''Gary
"Gary is s great.
ballhandler, he's .really
talented He has exceptional coMedic talent,
too. His voice is very
good, it cames well and
people can understand
everything he says
We're very pleased with
the way he's coming
along," Stone said. And
Harrison echoed the compliments. "Gary's shown
more savvy for comedy
than most. He has a
chance to be as good as
any showman we've ever
had "
And Ha mson's been
with the best, including
the legendary Goose

Tatum who created many
of the routines used by
the 'Trotters through the
years.
Goose is gone now, but
.a _similar
feather, Geese Ausbie, is
ttre current No 1
showman on the first str-

ing team, the one which
"It's definitely more
performed in Murray.
fun as a showman, a lot
Au.sbie performs the more fun. I get a chance
gags for three quarters to express myself now in
each night and sits out the a Junny way while playthird period when Hooker Ale the game hove. And
takes over.
it's really great doing it in
It's a situation Hooker' front of the home crowd."
enjoys immensely.
The Globetrotters will

Pride-Fried Chicken
& Country Biscuits

By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
A blizzard, a snowplow,
a 33-yard field goal by
John Smith, a 3-0 victory
for the New England
Patriots
It all happened on Dec.
12, and the Miami
Dolphins aren't about to
forget that defeat at Foxboro, Mass When the two
teams meet Saturday in
the first round of the National Football League
playoffs. the 7-2 Dolphins
don't expect a repeat of

any of those things
"Miami has thrown
down the tomahawk and
said. 'You beat us on a
fluke up there in your
snow garden; now come
down here apd.play us on
our fair field and let's see
what we can get done."
said Patriots Coach Ron
Meyer, who ordered an
attendant at the garise to
use the snowplow to clear
a spot from which Smith
could kick. "I think that's
a tremendous challenge.
I'm looking forward to

it
So are the Dolphins,
who *have not won a
.postseason game since
the 1974 Super Bowl. On
the other hand, New
England,• 5-4, hasn't won
in the Orange Bowl in 17
years.
"We've been struggling
offensively," said
Dolphins Coach Don
Shute, "especially since
we got back from the
strike. The eight-week
-layoff really hurt a guy
like (quarterback David)
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We combined our di,lk ious Pride Friecrehicken
with our Country Biscuit., to come up with one
special meal' And all for only $3 29 You get
two pies-es of Pnde Fried' Chicken, fned to a
cnspy, crunchy, golden brown Served complete
with two hot, flaky. fresh made biscuits, fluffy
mashed potatoes, creamy gravy and fresh cole
slaw
a whole 'nother reason to

ell
.*So

Woodley, and we had a
tough time getting untracked. Our performance last week
against Baltimore was
our best since we got
back."
The Dolphins beat
Baltimore 34-7 last week.
Their defense most impressed Meyer.
"They remind me of
those piranha fish that go
after live meat when it's
thrown in the water,"
said Meyer. "Their
defensive football team is
as good as you'll see."
In other games Saturday, the Loa Angeles

DIAL 753-6363

$3.29

J

No.1 group and five
members of the No.2
group which tours
overseas more often. "Gary didn't make the
tit:team this year,.-but it's- mainly because the
players are selected on a
seniority basis."
•

'Snow-garden fluke' makes Miami bristle

iimiritrtisermorrr

4_1
•

be on national television
Jan. 22. but Hooker fans
will be disappointed if
they hope to catch a
glimpse of their favorite
player. .According to
Stone, the televised team
is a squad consisting of
seven members of the

b STREET

'MURRAY
SUPPLY CO.
713-3141

If
Peoples
Book

Raiders, 8-1, host 4-5
Cleveland; Washington,
8-1, entertains Detroit, 45, and St. Louis, 5-4, is at
5-3-1 Green Bay. On Sunday, Cincinnati, 7-2, hosts
the New York Jets, 6-3;
San Diego, 6-3, is at Pittsburgh,6-3; Dallas,6-3, is
at home against Tampa
Bay, 5-4, and Minnesota,
5-4, hosts Atlanta, also 54
Many of the Chargers
said late in the season
that they were confident
they could win their final
two games to finish 7-2
and make sure they
wouldn't be forced to play
in a cold-weather city.
But, after falling to the
Raiders in the season
finale, San Diego must
now travel to Pittsburgh,
where the temperature
isn't likely to be balmy. It
also doesn't figure to be
as cold as the rninuis40
degree wind-Chill factor
the Chargers played in
while -losing the AFC
championship tithe last
January at Cincinnati.

90
DAYS
SAME
AS
CASH
RUDOLPHTIRES
& AUGNMENT
721 So. 12011
7S3-O$5
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New recruit, Jones, offers more bulk to Racers inside game
JIM RECTOR
Spoils Editor
U you notice a hulking
specimen of extraordinery bulk sitting among
the Murray State Racer
basketball players
tonight, don't be surprised.
No, Ran Greene hasn't
hired a hitman to take
care of Youngstown's 7foot-1 center Ricky
Tunstall. But he has
recruited a 8-4, 200-

pounder who may make
Some heads roll
whenever he suits up in the Blue and Gold.
Craig Jones, the
muscular junior college
transfer who will join the
Racer ranks in the near
future is the latest
recruiting gem of MSU
coaches Steve Newton
and Mike DiU.
As a jure last season.
Jones led his Kankakee
Community College to a
No.4 ranking in the na-

Lion, a 30-2 record, while
e-Cfnitig Juco AllAmerican honors for
himself.
Jones averaged 19.3
points arid 7.5 rebounds
and was named the Illinois Junior College
Player of the Year in
1901-82. And needless to
say. Greene is pleased to
welcome him aboard
Jones won't be eligible
to play until the first day
of classes this sefr
which should have him

suited up by Jan. 17 when
the Racers host Southern
Illinois-Edwardsville.
Until then he will be watching the 8-1 Racers from
the sidelines
In Wednesday's Racer
Club meeting, Greene
revealed his latest
discovery and said if he
could find room for
Jones, he would play.
''I've always felt the
future is now and if he
can step in and help us
somewhere, we'll find a

CCHS worms up in second district win
By CHRIS EVANS.
Sports Writer
When you're hot you're
hot, but whiii you're not
you're not.
This was very evident
of the Calloway County
Lady Lakers opening bid
after the holiday break in
which a little bit of hot
made up for several cold
spells. The Laker girls
managed to -eventually
triumPh over district foe
Mayfield in a see-sew
contest, 45-39, Thursday
night on the Lady Cardins!floor.
The hosts stayed one
step behind CCHS
throughout the opening
half and were forced to
take a two point deficit in.to the locker room at the
half, 21-19.
On returning to the
flonr_in the third period a
cold front moved in and
hampered each team's
'scoring. The Lakers went
five scoreless minutes into the third frame before
Sherri Gallimore found
the bottom of the bucket
on a pair of free throws.
However, to the
Calloway Countians advantage, the hosting
birds were not soaring
high themselves.
Gallimore's two points
from the charity stripe
narrosied a slim lead
compiled by the Cardinals during the opening
minutes of the second
half, 25-23.
The final period turned

the CCHS warming trend
into a heat-wave that
stifled the opposing attack and allowed
Calloway to enjoyed a 10point lead with less than
two minutes remaining in
the contest.
Six quick points moved
,the fluttering, Cardinals
closer but to no avail as
the Lady Lakers held
tight to their second
district victory which
coincidentally came with
the identical score as
their Dec. 17 victory over
Murray }ugh.
Calloway County skipper, John Orr, attributed
the cold shooting to the
holiday layoff and the
fact that his team, which
is made up primarily of
freshman, was concluding a three-game
night, ,including a
freshman contest which
Calloway defeated Benton, 23-18, and the junior
varsity contest in which
the Lakers downed
Mayfield 18-15.
Orr explained that
some of his girls played in
two anct -even three'
games Thursday evening.
Game Illata
M Mayfield
CA11.011A Y 10)
Tram 4 414 II, Malcolm 2 1-4 II.
Hooks I 3-13 4. Gellman 2 442, 1011 I
1-3 3, Mar 1 1-2 3. Isrd •1-3 2 Team
'Mali
la LIU 46

uArriximal

Wael31411. Graham 1043. MrAfor I
443. Molar 3441 Jackass 41.24 Sat
Is.364 II; Jame,34 I Team Wale
14743
Team rrarda
Calloway 4-4
Marfleld 3-4'
Halftime rare -- CC 21. 200 II

spot for him,' Greene ference standings
joy playing the game and
Jakubick leads Green.
said
the.No 2 man in the conAs for playing playing it well "
• • •
...Jones would have been somebody :as tail ai
ference, with a health)
eligible from the beginn(;revile had this
Saturday the Racers -29 3 aeerage
ing of this season, but he remark. '•We're not very host the second half of the
Akron is ranke•1 second
had to work out sonic tall as a team, but we lee Valley duo when in the conference 7-4, 1 grade difficulties by at- , have some big players Akron pays a visit.. The
behind Murray el. 2-tending KC(' last We do pretty good with Zips boast the No 2 scorer 0, while Youngstown
semester. While at KC(' 'what'We hat' durable in the nation in junior
has lost its out) I AV
last year, Jones was busy players, players who 01- guard .1oe Jakutork
cii“unter
scoring in double-figures
in 65 of the 67 games he
started.
His KCC coach, Denny
Elhnus. called Jones,.
"the best pure shooter
I've ever coached Plus,
he's extremely strong inside
According to the.%1St!
sports information
departnient, Greene nuty
be announcing the signing of a 6-foot-10 transfer
sometime next wog'
• • •
Tonight Murray hosts
44.4,Me
Youngstown State 730
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three of the top four
shooters in the OVC Glen
Green 208 .points
•
Ricky .Hood 4 18 7. and
Center
Southold*
South
12th
Strom,
Lamont Sleets .18 4i are
ranked No.s_24 uttlie coo-
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After Christmas Sale

BUSY NIGHT - Calloway County High School's
Amberly Moss (21) had a busy night Thursday
when she played in the freshman game, the junior
varsity gam and the varsity contest. Because of
the team's lack of upperclassmen. the Lady Laker'
must get double and sometimes triple duty from
their players.
Staff photo by Chris Evans

Lady Tigers tumble in final half-quarter
game." insisted MHS
coach Jim Harrell. "We
were in the ballgame until about the last five
minutes or so and then we
remitted a bunch of turnovers and they hit
several foul shots. I was
pleased with our overall
effort despite the loss."
Reidland had three
"The score really players in double-figures,
wasn't indicative of the led by 8-foot sophomore

Murray High's Lady
Tigers stayed with their
host Reidland Purple
Flash for three and a half
quarters Thursday night.
However, that last halfquarter ended their bid
for a victory as Reidland
Improved to 9-2 with a 5342 decision.

UTM halts Lady Racers
Thirty-one turnovers
by the Murray State Lady
Racers sealed their fate
at Martin, Tenn,, Thursday night as the MSU
women fell, 7345, to the
University of Tennessee
Lady Pacers.
The loss lowered coach
Jaen Smith's girls to 14
on the season which includes two kisses to UTM.
now 10-t
Diane Oakley led all
scorers with 22 points and
11 rebounds, but the Lady
Racers sorely mimed the
services of playmaker
Mina Todd who is still
recovering from an illoses.

-

Lori Barrett and
Melody Ottinger tried to
pick up the slack created
by the lossof Todd - Barrett sinking 14 points and
Ottinger getting 10 points,
14 rebounds - but it
wasn't enough to disrupt
the UTM charge.
Sandra Lice led the
hosts with 17 points as one
of five double-figure
scorers for UTM.
The Lady Pacers were
ahead,40-28,at halftime.
Saturday Murray looks
to break into the win col▪
again when they
host Bethel College
(TilBn.)lit 5 p.m.

10-30%
Off Sale

Charles Daly
Wool Shirts
Hollofill Vests
Hotlofill Jackets
Himoloya Thinsulote
%rim
Walls Down Jackets
Woolrich Chamois Shirts
Hollofill Underwear

Sports Specialists
Chestiest St. Surrey

terror Melissa Edwards
led by Sherri Swift's 11
with 16.
Edwards out-muscled points
Game State
Murray's Monica Greene
it Haidlaad
on several occassions but MARA Y
arwfur IS Komar 14
3.-traler her
Greene managed to lead KAI,' I Spam 2, reammon 1 Tedien
all scorers with 18, plus 1444116 11 I. 14 41
she snared eight re- REIDLA/03i
F.44earde 141 Perirrr• 14 5:11ar4lan 11
bounds. The other half of T yin 7 Martin 5 Tirana lotais
55
the Murray dynamic duo, Ite. wale MW.1
Donna Rousse, suffered
an off-night and hit ooly
29 percent from the floor
for 10 total points.
-When we have both of
them (Greene and
Rousse) on their game,
we can play anybody
tough. Last night Donna
Just wasn't herself. I hope
she,- gets it out of her
system now so she
doesn't have to worry
about it later in the
season," Harrell said.
The loss was Murray's
second straight and drops
the Lady Tigers' record
to 4-3. Tonight the Lady
Tigers continue a
schedule which has them
playing five games in
seven days. Tonight MRS
hosts both the boys and
girls teams from Fulton
County.
Murray's junior varsity
girls pulled off a 22-21 win
over Reidland, Thursday.
Soy*
M000r...
pips hoe*,
./0 yew 100.
*TAILPIPES
'DUALS
'EXHAUST PIPES

OFF
STOREWIDE
3 DAYS ONLY
Thursday, Friday & Saturday
Jan. 6th, 7th, 8th
\NIf

AA
*All Athletic Shoes - 200 Styles
*500 Warm Ups All Men's, Ladies, and Childrens
*School Jackets
*Tennis Outfits
*Footballs, Basketballs, Soccer Balls
*Hooded Sweat Tops & Pants
*Tennis and Racquetball Rackets
fl`leod Wdson

nun log

P•••••

AA

-

*Jerseys, T-Shirts, Nylon & Satin Jackets
',Iles

Youth 6 18 Adult

Select from the largest inventory of athletic shoos in this
ente...Nike, Puma, Converse,
Adidias, Pro-Kids, Tretorn,
Brooks, Tiger, Pony, New
Balance, Spot-lilt, Bata,

/

0111/ 4.1

Over 200 warm-ups in stock.
All styles L colors, youth Ara
mini XL. Adidias, Winning
Ways, Court Casual, Loom
Togs, Bonnie.

This is what you've been waiting for. irilk
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Murray State

1113

WELCOME THE RACERS HOME

vs.

The Racer Weep
Record: II-1

Youngstowa State
Friday, 7:30 p.m.

F

6-6 Glee Green(29.8)
6-7 Veda Martin(6.9)
C
6-7 Ricky Need(18.7)
G
3-16 Lamm Sleets(18.4)
G
6-3 Brien Stewart(1.6)
Need Coed': Rem Greene

For An OVC
Weekend Doubleheader

The Penguins Lineup

RACER SCHEDULE(8-1)
11
1.•.
0

Record: 6-3
F
6-7 Rey Robiassia (7.2)
F
6-6 Steve Martin(44)
C
7.1 Rkky Tensed (12.9)
G
5-10 Brace Alexender (6.1)
6-5 Art McCelloggh (12.1)
G
Mead Coach: Mike Rice (1st Tear)

27
29
Dec.
:
2

Murray State
vs.
Akron

at Easters lIaatatity
at lasositeed State
CIASSK
llAl
reribese

25
Ma.

AlabMws-Olroiaglosta

14-1111
413-03
111-73

Yarosystsors State
Akre.
at Easters Mho*
st Taanossas Tad(TV)
Sortbows NUM.
Middle Taaassmto(n)
at Satrtbeasters Ila.
Austin Posy

7:30
7:30
7:30
10:30
7:30
10:30
7:30
7:30

at Tostagotows State
st Akres
letters 011atois
Tamen,Tech
Coats& State
at Midas Tosa.(TV)
at Aeolis P•sy
it Weird%

7:00
6:30
7:30
7:30
7:10
10:30
7:30
7:00

21
24
21
4
S
7
II
12
II
IS
28
Ma,-' 4
S
II
12

•

Saturday, 7:30 p.m.
The Zips Lineup
Record: 7-4
F
6-6 Rick -Acord (9.11)
F
6-5 Jamie Settlers (5.11)
C
6-7 Thn Spikes (6.3)
6 6-5 Joe Jeliehick (29.3)
6-4 John Strong (6.0)
G
Head Coach: Bob Rupert (3rd Tear)
OVC *oohs's! Goat's
Fraley: Morehead Stotts it Aosta, Patty (TV)
Sstaroloy: Eastern Kentucky at Militia Posy
Yoesgstown State at Middle homage
Ohba Volley at Ton/wises Tack

THE RACER STARTING FIVE — Murray State is expected to start (from the
left ) I.amont Sleets, Vada Martin, Glen Green, RiCky Hood and Brian Stewart for
this weekend's ()V(' doubleheader with eYoungstown (Friday) and Akron
.
(Saturday
thiStl-fthoto by Barry Johnson)
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Don't Miss It!!
January Truckload
Sale

CALL ME

2 MIKES 10 WV(

Wednesday Thru Saturday
Murray 753-1423 Industrial Rd.

-• 753-9131

7:30
7:30

Highlights of RUM'kskethell
Each %today (10:30 P.M.)Oa The
Rea Greene Show (WPSD-TV, Ch. 6)
Marrey State Lady Racers vs. Bethel
Saterday (i.e. 5)5 p.m., Racer AMOS

COMPARE
Feature for
feature, dollar
for dollar, no
other desktop
plain paper
copier matches
new 130-451.1.

Jane Rogers Insurance

Twin Lakes Office
Products Inc.

201 South 6f1, 753-9627

McCLARD S SHELL
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ASK ABO()T OUR

MILLION DOLLAR
LIMIT ON
SHIELD PROTECTION
FOR YOUR HEALTH
"
V•mui c took• 01 drelim
end Metlino ma•tern••• t ar.••••••
0impf
•••••.11.0.•

605 Maple Street
Phone 753-4424
Murray, Kentucky
Don't Berge,Oar Catisplete
Machine & Radiator Shops

1•••10,
pogo. tio•n

Still it)
Of
SMITIR

DAN McNUTT
522 W. MAIN
753-044S
Murray, Ky.

All the Shield you'll ever need

Stokes Tractor 81
Implement Co.
Industrial Rd.

753-1319

Friday Nights .7_-_,Seafodd Buffet

Saturday Night
Quality Petroleum
Products
403 S0A. P Miller St
Murrlay, KY 42071

753-0212

753-2321

Country Style Buffet

Sunday Noon Buffet
LANDSCAPING AND LAWN MAINTENANCE

KENLAKE STATE
PARK
DINING ROOM
Hwy. 94

Go
Big
Blue!

COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL

Deluxe Buffet

Aurora

1007 Coldwater Rd
Murray..Kentucky- 1)"'ffssietud Design
Free Estimates
(502) 753-3188,

474-2211

/AutoMack
- "awl."
Deasy less
Jews Rees
Say Met

•

Open every Sund.fy

Southohli Cooler

[A-Nfir
Tucker TV

P o Oval.'•90•4•• ONO,.OW 04~0044 Oo

AN You Can !at Fish Dinners
PHONE
502437-4871

.

•'

South 12th Street,

753-8971
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CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

ALSO IN: UNION CITY, TENN.-MADISONVILLE, KY.-CAIRO, IL.- MAYFIELD, KY. & PADUCAH, KY.

Friday-10:00 Til 9:00
Saturday-10:00 TO 9:00 fl
Sunday-1:00 Til 5:00

MILLION

Friday-10:00 III 9:00
Saturday-10:00 1119:00
Sunday-1:00 111 5:00

0111111

GIGO ONI ITOSK 1.10111 ITION
We Have Never Had A 50% Ott Store wide Clearance Before In Our 76 Year History!
All Merchandise
Fully Guaranteed!

AT LEAST

All Merchandise
Fully Guaranteed!
114 CARAT
LOOSE

.02 T.W.
DIAMOND
EARRINGS

DIAMONDS
$99

ciser 2 P.441 PER cusroytA cusroyfR,
,staufcr TO EARLY SRI Our

S44.44

ALL 14K. CHAINS,
CHARMS, EARRINGS
& BRACELETS!

Ott501 Off!
SUBJECT

ro EARtY

5O Off!

Mt Our,

'LIMIT 1 PER CUSTOMER)
ISUAUECI To EAR! Y
SEtz ouT,

179
$
ISUIVICT TO EMILY Mit OUT

ALL MERCHANDISE
SUBJECT TO
EARLY SELL OUT

STOREWDE!

3liau Only! Cash or Hank Garda Only! 3Gags Only!

„,.

$44.44

AEARLY
tMERCHANDISEBTL2sl/T

ANNIMINIF

This Sale Will Make History As Kentucky's
Biggest Quality Jewelry & Diamond Savings Event!
*EXCLUDING ROLEX
'No Layaways!
•No Phone Orders!
•No Special Orders!

iGhelno Jeweler§
CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

*EXCLUDING ROLEX
No Layaways!
No Phone Orders!
No Special Orders!
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HEALTH

Official feels schools should be open despite hepatitis cases
BRANDENBURG, Ky.
AP) -- A federal official
feels it is unnecemary to
keep Meade County
schools closed, despite
the confirmation of 54
cases of hepatitis in the
county.
Dr Gershon Bergeisen
of the national Center for
Disease Control said that
proper hygiene prevents
the spread of the
hepatitis-A strain, which
he said is not severe.
-There is no risk of kids
getting infected from
each other if they wash
their hands after they go
to the bathroom, wash
their hands before they
eat and don't kiss each
other," Bergeisen said.
The county's nine
public schools and one
parochial school had been
scheduled to reopen Monday after the holidays.
but o1ficiaL41 kept -them
closed this week after the
number of hepatitis cases
mounted to 48
• •They should go ahead
and open them up again."

vironmentaliat for , the
Meade County Health
Department, said tests
indicated 1,000 colonies of
fecal colffcirm bacteria
per milliliter in the
water, a level higher than
that in the output of some
sewage treatment plants.
The testa could not
detect the hepatitis virus,
but fecal conform. an incheater of the presence of
sewage, thrives in the
same conditions and
shows that hepatitis virus
could be present.
Bergelsen said tests
this, week indicated 400
colonies per milliliter in
the spring,"and it should
be zero. That's still worse
than a sewage plant."
"There is still a lot of
fecal bacteria . so it is
dill not fit for drinking,"
he said.
He said it may not be
possible to link the spring
directly with the disease
outbreak, but that if people stop using water from
the spring, that will be
"one good thing about all

said Bargemen. reached
at the Meade County
Heath Department.
He said seven of the affected Meade Countians
are hospitalized. most of
them for dehydration,
and the rest are on. their
wey to recovery.
Most .people with the
"A" strain of hepatitis
experience no symptoms
at all. Bergeisen said,
while others complain of
symptoms similar to
those of a cold, and a few
become nauseous and
dehydrated.
Because of that, he
said, there are probably
"many, many more"
cases than the 54
reported.
County officials placed
the Buttermilk Falls spring at Brandenburg off
Limits to private water
haulers who serve about
20 percent of the county's
23,000 residents, because
many of the hepatitis vieUrns had used water from
the spring.
Paul Schultz, health en-
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I FELT 5/AART WHEN
I WOKE UP THIS
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this."
Another, he said,is that
-everybody who's had
hepatitis will be immune
to this strain."
The strain is mild, but
because the number of
people affected far exceeds the courity's normal level of about one
case a year. Bergeisen
said, "We're considering
it an epidemic here::
He said information
from interviews with pee-

Martinis and red cheeks

pie who have contracted
the &mew and others
who have net will be
analyzed by computer in
DEAR DR LAMB — My
an effort to pinpoint the basbeed has bees drinking
source.
martuus before dinner for
years Recently. his face
Bergeisen,. a member (especially his cheeks)
of the national center's become rod after he drinks
epidemiological in- the martinis Be has high
telligence service, is on a blood premium and is taking
two-year assignment medication for it I am very
with Kentucky's state worried about his health
What could the red
epidemiologist in indicate in 'elan°, cheeks
to his
Frankfort.
health' Also. wItat could
happen if be Seeps drinking
martinis before dinner'
DEAR READER - You
didn't mention how matey
the ad was "15,800 and drinks he has before dimmer
some dollars,:' which It makes a difference And
would make Kentucky's you didn t mention your
husbands age or weight.
88,000 about half.

Ad to be documented
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(API - The state Commerce Department is
asking questions about its
$8,000 share in a
newspaper ad for Bloomingdale's department
store.
The More has been asked by the commerce
department to docinnent
the cost of the ad, which
appeared in Oct. 13, Mit
editions New York Times
and promoted -Kentucky
products for sale in
Bloomingdale's "Oh!
Kentucky- shop.
The ad featured a large
picture of Phyllis George
Brown, wife of Gov. John
Y. Brown Jr., and a
message from Mrs.
Brown promoting Kentucky crafts and travel to
the state.
Carl Levine, Bloomingdale's senior vice
president, had asked,in a
Letter last July 29 to Commerce Secretary Bruce
Lundord, that Kentucky
share the cost of the ad.
Levine said the ad,
originally planned for a
full page in a Sunday edition, would cost $19,200
and proposed sharing the
cost equally, with the
state paying $9.60045- But the ad ran on a
Wednesday, when circulation and advertising
rates are lower, and
covered about 86 percent
of a page. The invoice
sent by Bloomingdale's
and paid by the state said
"Total Cost $10,043. Kentucky Share,$8,000."
Whitney Babcock,
deputy economic
development commissioner, who approved the
payment, said that
because it was lower than
Levine's initial $9,600
figure, "I had no reason
to check it."
The 98,000 was about 80
percent of the $10,043 cost
cited in the invoice.
Levine said his advertising business manager
told him the total cost of

Amusement pork's
approvalexpected
LOUISVILLE. Ky.
( AP) - Final approval is
expected soon on a tentative contract between
the Kentucky State Fair
Board and a Nashville
firm for development of
an 11-acre amusement
park at the Fairgrounds
here.
Joe Bell, fair board executive director, said the
agreement must be endorsed by the state
Finance and Administration Cabinet and a commission that oversees the
use of state property.
Bell said that the corn-

1. Legal Notice
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pany president. E.J.
Preston, who operates
Family Fun Land in
Knoxville, is using the
corporate name Southern
Amusements Inc.
the
Louisville park.
Bell said the contract
calls for the developer to
pay for _construction, expected to cost $6 million
to $11 million, hile the
fair board will provide
the land and pay for bringing utilities to the
park
The state will get a
percentage of the park's
revenue but Bell did not
say how much.

-

1, Legal Notice

Civil Action File No.81-CI-348
•
Commissioner's Sale
The _Commonwealth Of Kentucky.
Calloway Circuit Court Friendly Finance&
Investment Of Murray. Ky., Plaintiff, versus Jacob Long; Donna Long; Dorothy
Boyd; City of Murray Ky ; Calloway County, Ky Defendant.
Notice Of Sale
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale
of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at
the December 15 term thereof 1900, in the
above cause, for the sum of Two Thousand
Nine Hundred Forty Two and 50/100
Dollars, with interest until paid and its cost
therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at
the Court House door in the City of Murray,
Kentucky. to the highest bidder, at public
auction on the 24th day of January 1983, at
1:00 o'clock p.m., or thereabout, upon a
credit of 30 days, the following described
property, to-wit:
TRACT
A - part of the southeast quarter of Section
13, Township 1, Range 5 Eaest, and on the
south side of State Highway 121, beginning
at a power line pole 73 feet west of Clarence
Stubblefield's line on the south edge of said
Highway 121, thence South 194 feet to a
stake in said Stubblefield's line; thence
east with said Stubblefield's line 142 feet to
a fence on D. N. Durmingham's line;
thence north with fence 150 feet to said
Highway 121; thence west with said
Highway about 200 feet to the point of
beginning. .
See Deed Book 122, Page 73, in the office
of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
Dorothy Boyd obtained full title to the
above described property upon the death of
her hUsband, Lenard Boyd.
TRACT II
A part of the southeast quarter of Section
13, Township I, Range 5 East, and on the
south side of State Highway No. 121, beginning at a stake in the property line of
Clarence -Stubblefield on the south edge of
said highway; thence south with said Stubblefteld line 12.3 poles to a stake or rock
corner to said Stubblefield; thence east
with said Stubblefield about 78 feet to a
fence in the property line of Ruth Cunningham; thence north with said CunnMa'am's line about 1$4 feet to a power line
pole on the south edge of said Highway No.
121,thence west with said Highway No. 121,
about 78feet to the point of beginrdng.
See Died Book 117, Page 272. in the office
of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
Dorothy Boyd obtained full title to the
above deocrWed property upon the death of
her husband Lenard Boyd.
For the purchase price, the purchaser
must cutouts bond, with approved
securities, bearing legal interest from the
.day d sale, until paid,and having the force
and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be
preparodto comply promptly with these
farms.
Frank H.Ryan
Master Commner
Calloway Circuit Court

You Won't Believe
Bargains Y
Can Find In Our
1
Classified
Section
The Murray
Ledger & Times 753-1,16

Lawreetc.• E. Lainb,M.D.
wig& could be imported is
save-lops for it to
view of his high Mood pres- in.. in earn al this newspasure If he has any mass per. P0 Box 1551. Radio
body fat he should eliminate City Station. New York. NY
it. and alcohol is high is 19019
calories, swam calories per DEAR DR LAMB am of alcohol Also, a Suite I have been treated
drink before dinner may with corticosterons I would
encourage a person who like to know what happens
needs to lose weight to eat when you decrease corticosmore than he should
terone drugs too rapidly
In general. I seldom see DEAR READER
Coranyone who needs to lose ticosterone is almost a miraweight and persists in drusk- cle hormone in some cases,
tog alcohol who is successful such as in some forms of
in slimming down
shock or in control gf the criThai red cheeks are an ses that may occur in illness.
indication of alcohol's action such as in a severe incapacion the peripheral conga- tating attack of asthma But
t1011 Alcohol is a vasodilator it is a two-edged sword Its
and will cause the small ves- chronic use can cause a
sels in the skin to open That number of complications,
is bow alcohol induces the including loss of bone tissue
body to lose beat That func- Its prolonged use may also
tion is why alcohol should suppress the normal mechanever be used if you are nism from the brain to the
exposed to cold It decreases pituitary to the adrenal
the body's ability to con- gland that results in the norserve needed body heat The maLrelease of corticosteroid
will feel warmer hormones
because of the increased
This suppression means
blood flow through the skin that a person may not be
but he will lose beat much able to release the normal
more rapidly than if he did amounts of hormone when
not drink
the corticosteroid is stopped
If a pence is susceptible So stopping it causes sympto acne ranee(rummy nose) toms of adrenal cortex
alcobol can make matters insufficiency This includes
Worse Incidentally, you can fatigue and, in severe cases,
have thu condition even if major weakness Fever,
you are a teetotaler
muscle pains and joint pains
The list of things alcohol may occur . And the Illness it
can do to your ahealth is is being used to treat may
rather long, including liver suddenly re-manifest itself.
disease and bad reactions giving rue to symptoms that
with medicines a person is have been controlled by
taking I atikaending you The corticosterone That is why
Health Letter 14-6,- Alcohol withdrlwal, and indeed
Can Be Dangerous to Your management even a year
Health. to brief you Others after stopping corticosteroui
can send 75 cents with a hormones, is often so diffilong, stamped, self • cult
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Civil Action File No.82-CI-266
Commissioner's Sale
the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
Calloway Circuit Court Bank of Murray
Plaintiff, versus Donna -Lytui Tabers and
Joshua H. Tabert,Sr. Defendant.
Notice Of Sale
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale
of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at
the Novembei 15th Term thereof 1982, in
iha above cause, for the sum of Twenty.
omptrid Five Hundred Sixty None and
10/100 Dollars, with interest at the rate of
$7.44 per day from the 25th day of
September 1982, until paid and its cost
therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at
the Court House door in the City of Murray
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public
auction on the 24th dayof January 1983, at
1:00 o'clock p.m., or thereabout, upon a
credit of 30 days, the following described
property,to-wit:
Beginning at a stake located A75 feet
North of the Intersection of Kentucky
Highway 121 and the W. P. A. Road, said
Make being located along the West right-ofway of the W. P. A. Road; thence continuing along the West right of way of the
W.P.A. Road 200feet to a stake; thence in a
Southwesterly direction 134 feet ton stake;
thence South 87 feet ton stake; thence East
to the point of beginning.
For the purchase price, the purchaser
must execute bond, with approved
securities, bearing legal interest from the
day of sale, until paid,and having the force
and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be
prepared to comply promptly with these
terms.
Frank H. Ryan
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit.Court

Civil Action rile No.112-CI-274
Commiasioner's Sale
The Commonwealth of Kentucky,
Calloway Circuit Court Bank of Murray
Plaintiff, versus Joe A. Holliday, Betty M.
Holliday, and Calloway County, Ky.,
Defendant.
Notice Of Sale
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale
of the Calloway Circuit Cowl rendered at
the December lith Term thereof 1912, in
the above caws, for the awn of Forty
Three Thousand Seven Hundred and 31/110
Dollars, with interest at the rate of 11.973
per day from the 19th day ei August 1962,
until paid and its cod therein I shall pr
coed to offer for sale at the Court House
door in the City el Murray Kentucky,to
highest bidder,at while auction on the 34th
day of January 11113, at 1:00 o'clock p.m.,
or thereabout, upon a credit of 31 days,the
following described property.town:'
!Winning at the intersection -of Kentucky Highway 121 where it
with
the W PA. Road, thence West along ther
North right of way d 121 for a distance of
470 feet to a stake; thence North 4 deg 45
min. West 190 feet to a stake; thence East
307 feet to a stake located in the West right
of way of the W.P.A. Road; thence along
the West right of way of the W.P.A. Road
375 feet to the point of beginning.
For the parrhsae price, the purchaser
must execute bond, with approved
securities, bearing legal interest from the
day of pale, until paid,and hiving the force
and effect of•judgment Bidders will be
prepared to comply promptly with these
terms.
Frank H. Ryan
Mader Commihishar Calloway Circuit
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INVITATION TO 1110

•

The City of Murray, Kentucky, for the
Murray Water & Wastewater Systems
will accept Quotations on the following
chemicals
Bulk Sodium Hydroxide (Caustic Soda Liquid)50%
Chlorine Cylinders
Ferric Chloride Anhydrous
lame Hydrated Rotary Kiln)
Hexametaphosphate(91% as PO4(
Zinc Sulfate Monohydrate (90% Zinc
Sulfate'.
.
'
-Specifications are available at the City
Clerks office, 5th & Poplar Sts, Murray,
Kentucky. Bids are to be delivered to the
City Clerk's office. City Hall Building, no
later than 4:00 p.m.. Wednesday. January
19, 1983. The City of Murray reserves the
right to accept or to reject any or all bids
submitted.

PUBLIC NOTICE
•
TO THE PEOPLE
OF CALLOWAY COUNTY:
Persuant to the acts of. the Legislature
there will be a public hearing at 1 P.M. on
January 11,, 1983 in the office of the Judge
Executive of Calloway County pertaining
to redistricting of the Magisterial Districts
of Calloway County. Anyone wishing to be
heard on this matter may do so at this
time.
'
George H. Weaks
Calloway County Judge/Executive
As oi this date. I will not
be responsible for any
debts other than my
own Jan 5, 1913 Phiii
K
McCallon and M
Claydean McCallon Pt
I, Murray
As of this date I will not
be responsible for any
debts other than my
Own Jan 5 1983 Jesse
F
Wilson and Edna
Wilson, 1709 Sunnyside
Dr
Mayfield, Ky
42066

2. Notice
dove kosinwhist CoN
759-4444 for so 6spirotionol message to
bright's year day.
Children's tops 7594445.
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ken 4:35 PIA te 11:11011 PM
es lierlays. Tomidoys,
Thunder' mid hieeys.
PVIDOWS, OUPS001111.1,
PONTIAC, CADILLAC
1406 W. Ode
/531315

Rent
Reduced
Exercise
Equipment
SO%
Color TV
$10.00 week
Dorm size
Refrigerators

3. Card of Thanks
THANKS
wish le Meek

4111=IDID
RENTAL SAtES

who fused
I to
misty Nigh
pens Waging
Sykes. If y
cell 753-63311,
thank yips per-

CENTEP

"Notiossi life onol Accident's IRA coo
goorentoo yew sod
yoir sparse s rofirtwoof income you can't

13:for Salsa Trade
Will trade good cons
morcial property for
residents ai property
town or county, near in
tow 430 000 range, this
commercial property is
located on one of the
busitst 4 Way corners
,n the city of Murray
I deal bc alien fcw any
trPerjhisiness but would
fOr a fast food
perfctb
market with self
service gas pumps or
if
for a restaurant
interested reply to P 0
Bow 10404. Murray K

It Want to Buy

,

12152. 1 bedr0Orn, air
Condition carport. ow
storage
derp'orthed
Call 7$3 woo
buoictong
or 7i9 4.330
For sale or rent 10k53, 1
753
bedroom trailer
_
4070
•
Very well kept rural
horn* on Hwy 700 19711
11170 with shingle roof
and large reefed patio
deck 2 bedrooms (en
trill air I. heat dryer
hook up and range and
Carport
refrigerator
and storage Only $19.
700 Call Spann Realty
Assoc 751.7724

1500 To 1400
good
condition. pick up
truck
Call Dan
762 4785
10.40 Natural gas heat
A small retail business furnished
no pets
753 9751
Phone 753 MS
Raw furs, raccoon, red 12.60. F urn.shed Or
to., gray fox, muskrat
unfurnished
monk, coyote. opossum.,.$17S month south of
Owen Mc
751 4512 after
town
P 0 Bow 63. cip m ,
Pulaski, III
62976,
1976 Trailer 171i6S iiv
Phone 611 342 6316
ing-obn extension, 3
bedroom completely
IS. Articles for Sale
furnished, an electric,
fenced in backyard.
Office furniture
couches, chairs end 5180 per month, require
first and last month
tables Call 753 7531
rent 1100 cleaning de
posit Located 2 blocks
16. Home Furnishings
east from Dee's Bank in
30 Inch Magic Chef Hazel Call 492 1214
Electric Stove, almond A two bedr00m, newly
in color. 2'7 years old
furnished
Call Shady
1150 436 5.139
Oaks 753 mu

N.Mobile Home Rentals

For sale, rnirror,_rock
ing chair, toy chest
kitche,p table and
char 733 41116.
For sale
sofa bed°
regular size. 74 inch
design
long floral
like
new 753 7519
Used 3702 shower stall,
commode, wall sink
Call 753 6605 after 40 m

19. Farm Equipment
Now is the season tc
prepare that A.g 8.
Industrial Unit fk-1.10e
coming spring. For
front to back overJSaul
Call 436 2161 Try us for
the best buys in
undercarriages

Large lot for rent in
Hazel, hookup tor
trailer, nas Cite water

enu wain 497

.

Nice Iwo bedrodm
trailer near Murray. no
pets Cali 49 261t"
Or sale. 7 bedroom
partly furnished owner
finance. by East School
Call 753 saps
Two bedroom trailer
close to University on
private lot, water fur
nished
MO a month
plus deposq 753 4661
Two bedroom furnoStied
mobile home with cen
tral air and heat - $7$
Security deposit 1150
per month rent No pets
Call 753 WI

X.Sports Equipment
1971 Westinghouse Golf
Cart and shed at Oaks
Country Club Call 753
$1114

n.Musical
For Sole
Spinet-Console
Piono Bargain
Wooded: Respoosikie
to Nis ever low
moon* paysoosrfs as
I--.Can he
sows locally. Write
Allanispiw: P.O.
ki 537 Skalisyvik,
IN 46176

29. Heating-Cooling
For sale electric heat
hangs from ceiling'
ideal for small garage
or clean up shop
thermostat control
Phone 753 4371
Kerosene hearers. all
have ceramic wicks.
automatic tip Over, cut
battery
off switch
ignation. UL approved
rowel BTU, 99 99 9300
BTU. 119 99 and up
11000 BTU. 139 99 20000
Wallin
BTU, 179 99
Hardware. Paris

N. Business Rentals
Mi

Coleman RE
753 9898
Theo, bedroom *pock I
acre 101
renTral
heat
pump
ie 2 bedroom
brick 1 acre wooded lot
10 miles SE
FOur bedroom 2 tams
formal

o.n.ng

faM,ly

immum
13. Exterminaaaw

r4orn

room
i.ng

ir

roaan
/000 s.a 11 1 ar garage
On 4 acres SW 'en'
$300 deposJ Cali 414
11031
RENT OW
*0
bedroom o• ,s home
One bloc* Horn MSU
campus
e•,.
neigtsborhoo.: rtatur a.
gas neat
525O (XI
pimonth ue•
‘he(.1 C•
753 1403
- Three or••••anen houte
near K y
washer
and dry,
' n, tufted
,ed
deposit re
7S)
$944 after Sc
Two beol,
hOu Se
located it's .i)cith fl'h
$100 depos • $1 70.• per
month Cal[
see1 for
appointmeor
11trePla(e•

, n.ciusr
Two beirory
Ste',0 and
Dexter

••

frogerator

753 4661

_

I.
Ma ,
AlaSic an
AKC
puppoes shots
antlate
n..,
pets
and wormed

39. Poultry-Supplies
For sale ducks jeeSe
and guinea% Cah 435
4477 after op MI

41. Public Sale

3 Party Basement
Sole. 9:00 a.m.-5
p.m. Friday'
%today. January
6 and 7th. 2014
College Farm
Rood. Appliances,
furniture,
clothing,
nicknacks, misc.

1

YARD
SALE

Ion Rom

A-8 Fox
Meadows. Friday
9.5. Large mon's
clothes, bonier 10
end 12, end lank.
Trailer

4tv

II

S. Lost and Found
Found Black and white
male kitten in Poplar
and 13th area
Cali
759 9917

I

Ed Jennings

Lost blue clutch bag,
containing money and
checkbook
Reward
.• 753 3295

Box 64
Murroy, Ky

42071

Monograms $
available at Faye's
Monograms 753 3604
Repair work done on
home and car Stereos
and all portables in
ciuding imports with
Rick
reasonable rates
McKenzie 753 4725

NEW
ARRIVALS
14 Kt. Gold
Chains

010* Marty ono**
llerringbene
Sc Chides
'Serperstime
'Sex and reps chains
SO% eff
GOtb6 SOLVER
TRICKISALE
minus
Voraoa's

Wessels Stare)
OM*Pfau
Ilre. 0-9 Oil
1-6 Smiley
CUSTOM
JEWELRY
ads te year
atieas. we

shiI, she
Sit stems sic.

GOLD&
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6. Nelp Wanted
Artist's models, ex
perience and artistic
sensitivity preferred
Work will be assigned
according to need for
models for Spring
Semester 1913 Contact
Dept of Art, Murray
State University, 762
3714 E0E/PAF
Galaxy Cal:00)41'10n,
Inc , a multiple system
cable television opera.
tor is looking for a
mature individual to fill
a management level
position in this area
Send complete resume
Het, first letter to:
Galaxy Cablevision.
Inc 412 North Main
Sikeston, MO 63901
Taking applications for
lets Sts. and West Side
Of Murray to fill open
Avon territories
753
0232 or 753.0171.

MURDER

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control
Phone 733-3914

24 Miscellaneous
Pot
Atari Cartridges
Fall Frogger, Demon
Attack, River Raid,
Atlantis, Real Sports
Baseball, many more
Coast to Coast Hard
were, 753 1604
Seasoned
FIREWOOD
oak and hickory 11- lad
22" 429 a rick, Green
wood
$25 rick. de
livered arid stacked
753 9600
Fir•viefid, delivered
and Stacked, $35 per
rick
419 1231 or
345 2519.

Furnished two bedroom
apt no pets or children
deposit and lease re
giiirecf 1604 Miller Cali
753 58911 or 753 9922 for
appointment
Large I bedroom
duplex, 3 milts from
town on private road
Call
1160 per month
7535414
Nice furnished one be
droom apt inouirir 100
S 13th St

Firewood for sale
Seasoned, 130 rick
delivered. 7511 1712
For sal• American
Fostoria. Call 753 NIL
For sale Garage doors.
9x7, with one window
section. Call 713 3411 Or
733)463.
For sale, Quasar Video Two bedroom duplex in
Cassette Recorder, Westwood Subd . gas
116w, never used
$AO
heat, very nice
Call
753 3944 1.
Call 436 2154
Heat bulbs. ISO wets, TwO bedroom apt
stove and refrigerator
wants to babysit in her IMio red. Ill 59 each
home 5 minutes East. Wallin Hardware, furnished, deposit re
Paris.
(pored. Coll /53 0159
759 1692
Wanted Immediate New shipment of wheel Two b0C11'00m. 'central
habytitter, references hOrlie town mowers Itsp Oall hoot and air con
and transportation and up All wheel horse ditioning, stove and
in stock at last years refrigerator furnished.
7534571
Wont live in halteSitter, VIC'S ONG used riding Carpeted, no pets
female, college swans mowers. Stoke" TrOc- 1100/month plus de
orsiorred. most has own toe. 43'1319 Ask fer posit 733 3533
,
.KOMI HilliewS.
Two furnished apts.
1rerafer1li1fOn. COL APO
very nice unfurnished
WiCon PM. 35min
Will de bobellittIng in camera with Skim ham for rent Deposit
my home by day or by ions. Man wide maks required Call 71341129 •
hour. Aloe Ilght house Ions. Linn light,,esisfai Wanted responsible
work. Itisfarances and NNW Pius seddriler and female roommate to
imonrisnat. 7110-4440 or OW eceasertes. All for 011ere completely Our
SaM1 or win consider nillhert kaus•. ex
slilleg implansont ln tremely reasonable
Alvklusley. M1P11169.
filialinust Call 7W11011

43. Real Estate
Porde. & Thermos
!assume &
hal Estote
Seeth side Celle/ Sq.
Morley, Koatothy

/33-4411
ii fALfilas

•

iuth 12th at Sytamor
TELEPHONE 753-1661

Apoolotwoots weds
Ion veer GIMMIellieRCII.
loll limo solos
'geode's ovoids,
seam.
1531211
Ains Warty
7S3 7721
Tlersulis
pcshtsusil /53-93111

*Spa
Welwyn

153-1511
/SINN

9. Ovation Wanted
.
".,
,,other
Mrn=7"

13.ForSaoTrade

For sale or trade; Largo
4 bedroom. 3 balk. 2 car
garage home; 2 IMO'S
lid; will trade for
small*, haw in Cley Of
COOltry with scream.
For mere information.
cad /S:14314.

Orogen chain saws

thalas. $/11 Men

d.

For 16 indi bar, 7.99. 1$
WNW
Inch bor.

flRimsiv R
Sleeping rooms, re
frigerator in hall, prlv
ate entrance, washers

Hertware,Parts.
1116114/NIID and dryers available.
Pilt116000. Can Ann Zimmerman Apts. g.
IOW 713 6609
Dew,/110-41216.

Realty

an e•LiuS-Ye
sett,ng

city

crinaienlenres bvt
c it, tales
s I 2
acre of oy,th trees ,..an
be bought on eaSir
terms
Surround h
t•oshsite homes pr,.
icle excellent gro u nds
no

0,.th

lawns

SOLICled
OrOtelS

-v

7531222
111M:

I
hilt for an excellent investment'
Take a look at this
trailer court
located on Highway
al East just reduce d to $45,000
Eleven trailer
spaces and includes
six mobile homes
and furniture. Good

monthly Income,
and eon* owner

financing

available
to qualified buyer.

XOPPERUD
REALTY.753-1222.

53 Services Offered

53 Services Offered
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Ner..1
trees) I OPUi,̀U

t) 0,k r1.11
,Oun
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dr,ve
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onven,ent
f Sher
to
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Murray
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tor
the
orobIC yOu "0*
n or

the home
,rig

of

you

,f 1,1,c5

•r.

buol.ng

1,1800

PerteCt pr.. e
Century 21 Lorett.• Jots
;traitors 751 1192

65. Farmsfor Salt
_

Altrak!
"'yr
room brick home

on

Aluminum and Vinyl
siding and Aluminum
trim for ell houses It
stops pointing .Jack Glover

*I 0 0-4i b

DOUBLE D
CLEANING
SERVICE

1 $11

474-8838
*

s2e skln

3-*
•,

^

3n41
e

0 Cner

must
Sell
Pro,•• '5) 1222
coo; 41, t) ioofA,'

Seff15)

N I I.'
l4F PAIR
per rn
on. •e'r

1111111010

Retreotts

snarp

All

759 1000--

fOR SALE
1976 Grand Prix.
Front end slightly
damaged. Coll

Csti

•

and

Malone

lax

Servo( e

ts.i sok
Hodges

•

ROOF
PROBLEMS'

4 14

2325
1974 \oh slat on 11‘..gon
oi •
rnotOr
el( ellen} or,j
same DOOr Sly Ir 0i1
17 000 MOE'S '53 19S1 or

rimyt sidlef

trim

ir•o

Harmon

1464 Daly,- S1L wom,j0o
me,hon, ,a l
oirPenable
sound good ire's 1321
752 0538 or 762 612%
1469 1 oyota Coroira
rn Ake good work . ar
Call 474 232%
•
1474-Cipai mania 1,
,
67 0011

Co

ei 7530635

,OES 'C)
1.1

49 Used Cars

sad

cusloe

,OC" "4
es.

very

75A

We do any type
of cleaning.

10 ,it,on

ortl,
.

e3 1
, try

r
.1 .•

F ESTIMATES on
ex.( tr.. Ai piu mb.ng
nting, ancl CCII pure.;

NOA

at

()Herrn
Home

Wood o second opi
Iwild• op or
Locol
itesidentiel.
rtforoncei. Coll Hugh
Ovflood, 759 I /I 1 or

_
.
CHIN CHIN
CHIMNEY SWEEP
1624192
435 4348

else

753 $076
. • I

153-8200
0, ,r

entral elf ty
Oin.nu
koti.hen
living room 1.1, ;.
ti

ijo:u.

ou,cr

translerre 1

DOWN 10 I AR TH
SA. E
25 a, res for
16 000 A,'lb ow ne.
f ,nr,rig
with no
?errs?
21 surve...
4 res
.v•th e•.eierit
burn -rig sites
530 toilet
frontage
wooded set
tong% and house could
be r".,de liable 117
a.flit cdeall,,'
II
200
Su led for c Attie . or
horses $75000 2% ak res
04.1h. podd
year round
PondPond fencing ex:ellen,
Site tOr solar borne 1)
acres *Oh stock tarn ,n
goon ,conaition
r_gunct pone C.H1 us at
Contur e,
Loretta JOttt

*

.1 Leoroom
Ceritra 3,15 fur
r (no'n

modeled

home
e

6"

•••F

s, aped
stand r,g

v ens
Out
pr ia, tter%
1.1nU•Uil ,
oppgr tun,/ y to
,,ne or the tee remexn
rig 10,5 *iris 2oc front
age,. Your *riSpet ton
s
welcomed
Call us at
44 Lots for Sale
Cen,urii 71 i_orettx .005
Realtors '53 1497 or Vey
PERFECT' BE, si
hi al 1200 Sycamore
PING
Three C'S to be,
RE DUC Ft) LI,
SWI:1 as a One
on,, c+'" PP (.F

40.
400,
un

- nmotetc
L

ng

and
pal
• ks
C.%
F ,e•t•
'' "CO,
'SI We,
Ot•S

and.. nce.1%
L .enSed
313,1
'9 1 )
vts'
,I•02 or

''

rlf•ler
stove AA10,n,I14„1
lot optional Home has
assumable loaf, 0)0I'
PETRuD RE A. 7 Y 751
1212
_ 0
_
Bi owner or rent 10*
0
payment
I blocks to
Court House
single
2
family. S bedroom
- ti'atti or dvple• e rooms
I acre. 7 car
g arage, fortis! trees
Owner ratan( ing
753
4)07 or 436 5419
Cramped. need room'
There lots of room ,n
MA 4 bedroom home
located in KirkSey area.
an older home with
modern decorating
large donong room den
hying room Has large
• IOSed in front porch
best of all .5 prn ed ono,
Morgan
521 S 0 0
T rev Orlon
and G611

4 Or
fi

'$15566,''it',
14'?its 90 • 4 '
O'Nen ,

Owl

;

0ec1

e•i..ei lent ..k.Ort4.1,
an We ore located in•
ton
good gas
downtown.
the
Cali 474 2266
center
slopping
al
1910 (utlasS
silver Woe. IOW mile •Kress from the
age
e•fra ...lean
with
in Wok of Mooney
equipment 436 2687 •
CART1R STUDIO
tort Cogs 9$ Regenr.y
los IMO It i 57'5
all power„_ asking 16.000
••••
Call 755 3877 Or 751 fVflv
alter Sp on
Trio'

1919

WALLIS DRUG

Mawr
Yee,
,
auto
,I'
1,,'

FOR SAIL

Large beauFfuL 7 %Tory
rural home. on S acres 4
7'. batn
bedrooms
dining
family room
rO0m, study and utilotv
entrai
Extras inc lode
air end ne.ot forepla(e
patio deck. 2 , ar garage
and well equipped Ich
r, hen
$79 SOO
For a
ail
pir.iv ate Showing
Spann Reatly Assoc
15) 7121

•PIES411PTI011eS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
°NOSPITAL SUPPLIES 101 RENT AND SALE
°LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS
°I1OlLISTIR OSTOMT PRODUCTS
Fr*, Delivery ee Prowsiallews U Orf Lfmets

Ae new, 1977 Fleet

sod

groggily'
electronic

Psi 471,7

419.2266
04.!?,
For rent or %a'
option to buy 4 years 1 ,,
bedrooms hom.e
7
entral heat and .1,,
01 let southwest 01
Murray
Available by
Feb 1 Call 1531324 for

1

system,
extras. For sole A
Impostfifirl car.
I injection

7,000.

753-4611

more nfOrmat.on

One bedroom, near
nowntown Murray 753
4 1 0 9 : 7 6 2 66 50 O
4362541
One bedroom efficiency
partial utilities
apt
paid, girls preferred no
Pets 753 9741
One bedroom.- partially
furnished, washer and
dryer Call nkess•
Two bedroom
townhouSe opts Carpet,
range, r•frig•rator
dishwasher, disposal
washer and dryer
hookup. central •11 and
Pleat Also two bedroom
garden apt . Hamlet
Main opts on Stadium
View ()rive 713 7550 or
7537554

Strou

ReaW3r

753-4753

. For Rent

LOCate.21 .n
rcs.rfent.al

1100 caSh Only 75)739C
AKC registered Ch,nese
75)
117S
Pug Oul3Dv
74311
Free tan ano niai*
Call WealtOrti
hound PuppA's
or
Farm Home 76
436 2636 after Sp m
owner !ran..
Labrador Retrievers 41 *es
t),Irns
AKC SSOwed up Para - ferret! fen: co
pond (reek _roorn,
thse Kennels- 751 4106
t
2 "
bedroom
Winterize 'your 'dog
enti V
419
Insulated
itroe
762 6326 2625
doghouse 13%
or 753 0135
46, Homes for Sale

Storage Space

32.

46. Homes for Sale

43. Real Estate

3 bedroom on town
A043144114 es lurni.khed.
Loretta
Century 21
Jogs Realtors 753 1492

Worishasso

'ravel"

(Inside

34 Houses for Rent

V.Mobile Nome Sales

1982 Pontoac Phoeno•_
has
tat steering
air
Am /NI - Ste,e0
16 695 AP 4601

50 Used Trucks
long
19 7/ Ford. y I
h rt
%
why:tete
.
1 wboahse
mg
oe
raao

fodder call Is) lioe
1972 Ranchero eii< el
lent cOndition
1103
(lege Farm Rd
I . acre
Large home
19 4 Madta
UP also
101 Creek...in backyard
o
twr chitarain
trailer Will
Lots of spice inside and
saw
out t(ff a grtiwing trade,
family
Owner muss forearms Call 4)5 431113
1974 Dodge 454, low
sell 753 4303,0enings
TAKE ONE LOOK', mileage loaded caret
tent
_ condition 753 7457
Atli take one little peep
.1
1980 Subaru Brat
and you will be solo
lust now on the market wheel drive 30 WPC,
40
07.0
400
6n miles $4100
is this very pleasant ,
swirls three bedroom
brick located in a Quiet
neighborhood
Nave a 52. Boats-Motors
heart' young or old
1 9 1 Ranger 3 5 0
you'll fit in this one floor Bassboat ISO HP mo
plan that is decorated in tor
Ranger Trader
earth tone huet 'Pried
graph, titres - c sTr
in the jO's and priced (son 354 0622 ,,after
below surrounding
comparable properties
This is certainly one to SkServiOffored
act on now by dialing
711 1491 at Century 21 APPkIANCE SE R
VICE
Kenmore
Loretta Jobs 'Realtor%
its OW warmth and Westinghouse
20 years
homer atmosphere oli Whirlpool
Parts and
Be experience
most appealing
Bobby Hopper
firs,
we'll meet you service
Bob's Appliance Ser
with the key today
vice 202 S
5th St
This 4 bedirOom, 1 bath 753 4477. 753 1116
home located on an acre (home)
with garden spot is
This Appliance service
ready. for you
Washer, dryers
remodeled older home
freezer, refrigerator,
has eat in kitchen, spa
electric heat, and
cloys living room, car
potato, city gas and city microwave All brands
serviced 759 1322
water best Of all owner
if willing to finance with Bob's Home improve
men, 1l. years building
easy terms Call Cen
fury 71 Loretta Jobs experience, remodel
ing additiOnS, concrete
Realtor'753 102
work...A/Watt% WNW.'
Walk to' the
home -411140401.11111C,. Call
?enter and return and
relax in your own 753 4101
CARPET CLEANING.
priilit• pastor suite
This 3 bidrOoM. 2 bath Free Estimates
hOme ii new on the Satisfied references,
market Call today far Vibra Steam Cleaning
an appointment Koff (Upholstery Cleaning)
efftut) REALTY. 753 Lee's Carpet Cleaning
7535.77'.
in!

NOTICE
GU MAINTENANCE

1

(Branch of Gown Construction CO.)
is now offering our services in the field of
Commercial and residential maintenance
and repairs in the Murray Area. Complete
concrete work, breaking, sawing, forming and finishing, cabinets, remodeling
and additions, roofing, portable welding.
Fully insured, work guaranteed, free
estimates.

753-3372 or 753-3377

DR. H.C. DENHAM
has moved his office from Bel Air
Center directly across the street to
the building formerly occupied by
the Mexican Restaurant.

B J'S TELEPHONE
SYSTEM
Would you like to reduce your cost
on those telephone needs during
1983?
Compere our prices on moving or
adding phones, locks, prewiring of
MW homes or businesses etc.
Se if it's a single line residence
phone or amulti line business
system you need, give es a cell.
WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL
Bobby Weds Owner
1603 Belmount Murray, Ky.
753-2220

l'41./ 14 1111 M1 ((HAI lk%

1 /11114.1t44111941.%

ndav

J•nu•r. 7

11111.3

Area churches announce meetings,services
V1010413 churches in city and county have announced meetings and
services for Sunday, Jan.
9, alffollows:
0; Seventh Is Poplar
dui Dale will speak at
630 and 1040a.m and
six p.m. services at
Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
His morning topic will
be "Anxiety Reduction"
with scripture from Matthew 6 . 25-34. The evening
topic will be "So Great A
Cloud of Witnesses" with
scripture frorp Hebrews

A/stating will be Jerry
Bolls, Ray Karraker, Ed
West, Jamie Potts, Eum
Dick, Danny Cleaver.
Chuck Adams. Roy Harmon, Paul Ragsdale,
Tommy Carraway, Jerry
M McCallon. Jim liar:
ding. Max Farley, Kenny
Hoover, Barry Canter.
Jerry Fulton, George
Patterson, James 0
Lamb, Joe -Thornton,
Webb Caldwell and David
Wright.
'Bible classes will be
conducted at 9 45 a in

•

First Methodist
Dr Walter E Nitschke,
Jr , minister, will speak
at 10 50 a m service at
First United Methodist
Church -7••
•
The Chancel Choir,
directed by Paul Shahan
with Bea Farrell as
organist, will sing the anthem, "Treasures In
Heaven "
The Rev Jimmy E
Stubbs, minister of
evangelism, will assist
'morning service and also
will speak at the 6 p m
worship hour
Church School will be
at 9 45 a Ill
Westlide Baptist
The Rev I kai Farmer,'
pastor, will speak at 11
a in -and 6 p ni services
at Westside Baptist
Church., North 15th
Street
Raymond
Crawford will serve as
deacon of Ow week
:
Tommy Scott will
direct the Church Choir
as members sing "Come
Unto Jesus" with Susie
Scott as pianist and PaLsy
Neale as organist. ,
Jimmy !ferryman also
will sing a solo at the
morning service.
At the evening service
Lucretia Thompson will
sing a solo
Sunday School will be
at 10 a m. with Ronnie
Walker as director
•
Grace Baptist
The Rev H J Burpoe,
pastor, will speak at the
10 50 a in and 5:30 p in
services at Grace Baptist
Church, 617 South Ninth
St
1.4.1and Peeler, music
director, will sing a solo
He also will direct the
Church Choir as
members sing '•When
God Dips,His Love In My
Heart "
Dwane Jones will be
organist and Anita Smith
will be pianist.
The Youth Choir will
sing at the evening service
Sunday School with
Dan Billington as
supertntendent will be at
9 4.5

Charles Bell, deacon of
the week. and Tommy
Carrico will assist in services.
The Sanctuary Choir,
directed by Milton
Gresham, will sing
••Sweet, Sweet Spirit"
and "More Love To
Thee." Margaret and
Michael Wilkins will be
accompan.
At the evening service
special music will be by
the Youth Choir.
ChurckTeaching will
be at 9:30 a.m. and
Church Training will be
at 6 p.m.
• First Christian
A special program on
"A Night For Dancing"
will be featured at the
1045 am. service at
First Christian Church
( Disciples of Christ I.
This will be presented
by Melanie Roos, Becky
Wolf, Chrissy Wolf, Jun
Stickler and members of
the Youth Club Choirs.
Dr. David Roos will
have a short sermon on
"Epiphany • What Have
You Done For Me lately" with scripture from
Micah 6 61
Margaret Boone will
direct the music with
Maxine Clark as
organist.
• Assisting will be Bob
Anderson, Eugene Scott,
Auburn Wells, Don McCord, Ron Cella, M.C.
Ellis, Mack Hayes, Mike
Holton. Bob Washam,
Johnny Williams, Deanna
Wolf, Kevin Wolf, Blanche Titsworth and
Howard Titsworth.
Sunday School will be
at 9:30 .a m., Christian
Education Committee
will meet after worship,
Elders will meet at 630
p m., .Christian Community Service Commit:
ter will meet at 6.45 p.m.
and- Chutch Board will
meet at p m all on Sunday
Hazel Baptist
The Rev. James T.
Garland, pastor, will
speak at the 11 a.m. and 6
p.m services at Hazel
Baptist Church.
•
Music will be directed
by Gene Orr Miller.
Gwyn Key will be
organist and, Oneida
White will be pianist.
Sunday School with
Don • Bailey as director
will be at 9.45 a.m. and
Church Training with Pat
Hutson as director will be
att p in
Presbyterian
Dr Ken Wolf will speak
about "'the Uruquene‘of
Love" St the 10 . 45 a.m.
service at First
Presbyterian Church,
Main and 16th Streets.
Mrs Kathie Fleming will
be worship leader.
The Choir will sing the
anthem, "Reach Out,"
with Pam Matlick as
guest conductor and Cynthia Scribner as organist.
Church School will
start at 9:30 a.m. with
Eleanor Kodnian as
superintendent and Alicia
Graves as accompanist.
Dr Sal Matarazzo will
teach the Jesse Rogers
Class and Peggy Phelan
will lead the Adult
Discussion Group.
A fellowship coffee will
follow the morning service.

Memorial Baptist
Dr Jerre!' White,
Elm Grove Baptist
'pastor, will speak at 10:59
The Rev. Calvin
a m and 7 p.m worship
services at Memorial Wilkins, pastor, will
Baptist Church, Tenth speak about "The Triumphant Christ for the
and Main Streets.

Triumphant Church" at
the 11 a.m. service at
Elm Grove Baptist
Church
"Lot's Talk About
Jesus" will be Jung by the
Adult Choir with Kerry
Vasseur as director;
Glenda Rowlett as
organist and Paula Kinsolving as pianist.
At the evening service
the pastor will speak
about "The Great Comeback." The ordinance of
baptism also will be
observed.
Special music will be
presented by "Sonlight"
with Teresa Sutter as
pianist and Kerry
Vasseur atdirector.
Sunday School with
Jimmy Kelly at director
will be at 10 a.m. and
Church Training with
Steve Jones as director
will be at 5:30 p.m..

be by the Youth Choir.
Sunday School with
Mark Paachell as dirertor will be at46 can. and
Church Training with
Sonny Lockhart as director will be at6 p.m.

Bible lemon sermon at 11
a.m. at Christian Science
Society, Farmer Avenue
and. North 17th Street
This will include a verse
from the book at James

NASHVILLE. Tens, proves the plan.
I AP - Junior high
"We feel all teachers
school students wapiti get Should have an overview
a nodding ac- and be knowledgeable
(maintenance with caw enough I.talk to students
paten, but not an in if the subject comes up in
EPIDePPIII
knowledge, under other cleans." she said. Goshen Methodist
The Rev. David Robin- a recommendation by a
The committee, comThe Rev. Roland Jones, son will conduct Holy special task force to the Weed of teachers, prinpastor, will speak at 11 Eucharist services at
state Board of Edication. cipals and other
a.m. service at Goshen and 9:45 a.m. at St.
"The study recom- educators, was appointed
United Met/Oldie! Churcb, John's Episcopal Church, mends a very elementary by Alexander who has
located at intersection of Main and Broach Streets. overview of the com- said the introduction of
Highways 121 and 299.
Assisting will be Shan- puter," said Dr. Carol computer skills in public
He will be assisted by non Christopher. Kathy Furtwengler,'director of schools will be one ci his
Jerry Bibb.
Krizan, Samir Mahfoud, a 16-member Micro CAM* major goals during his se
Sunday School with Elizabeth Whitmer, outer Advisory Commit- cond,four-year term.
Ronnie Hutson as direc- Claudia Moore, Tracy tee.
Alexander, who visited
tor will be at 10 a.m. The Harrington. Mike Shore,
Robert McElrath, state the North Carolina School
Administrative Board Linda George and education commissioner, for Science and Math to
will meet at
Heather Doyle.
p.m.
told a Job Skills -con- see how computer skills
Christian Education ference Thursday that are taught, said five or
Bethel and
classes will be at II a.m. "computer literacy!" is to six computers could be
Brooks Chapel
be taught to students in
The Rev. Dean
First Baptist
the 7th and 6th grade.
Woodard will speak at
The Rev Wayne Todd. Gov. Lamar Alexander
9:30 a.m. at Bethel retired from the Baptist has been promoting the
United Methodist Church Sunday School Board, proposal for several
Coldwater Baptist
and at 11 a.m. at Brooks Nashville, Tenn., and weeks.
Coldwater Baptist Chapel United Methodist former interim • pastor
"Gov.Alexander's idea
Church will have Church. His sermon will here, will be the speaker is that we're living in a
WASHINGTON 1API "Harvest Day" on Sun- be 'The Obedient at the 10:45 a.m. and 6 computer age," said John Members of a federal
day with all offerings to Receive The Holy Spirit" p.m. services at First Parish, the • governor's jury are resuming
be given towali4. the with scripture from Acts Baptist Church.
press secretary. "Ten- deliberations on whether
retirement of the church 5:27-32.
His morning topic will nesseans will need to ex-civil rights workers
debt.
The 6 p.m. worship will be 'The Bible Speaks know and underitand Alan and Margaret
The Rev. Dallas be at Bethel Church. His About God's Son" and his about computers, and McSurely should receive
Carpenter, pastor, will sermon topic ,will be evening topic will be they should get an in- monetary compensation
speak at the 11 a.m. and 6 "Fighting Against God" "The Bible Speaks About troduction in the early for illegal government
grades."
p m. services.
with scripture from Acts God's Church."
acts taken against them
"Hopefully, the Booed 15 years ago in Kentucky.
At the morning service 5:33-42.
Assisting will be the
special music will be by
The Administrative Rev. G.7. Moody, of Education will take cc- . The six-member jury,
Bill and Kathy Ticknor Board' of Bethel will associate pastor. Stan- lion after hearing the which is planning a second day of deliberations
from Cherry Corner Bap- following the evening ford Andrus, deacon of report," Parish saidtist Church. Bobby Mann- worship.
the week, James Rudolph . Ms. Furtwengler's today, sent three notes to
committee recommends the judge Thursday.
ing is song -director with
and Bill Leach.'
The first two notes askZola- Hunter as pianist.
Wayne Halley, minister that junior high schoolers.
Wayman's
'
Chapel
A. potluck dinner will
Wayman's Chapel of music, will sing a solo, 'study computer history, ed U.S. Judge William B.
follow the morning ser- African Methodist "Victory' In Jesus" and computer operations and Bryant for explanations
vice.
Church will be hooding • direct the Church Choir the application of corn- of the First Amendment
The ordinances of bap- missionary program at as members 4ing Jesus! . puters. She said students and actions U.S. senators
tism and The Lord's Sup- 230 p.m. at the church.
Name of Wondrous love'T.-who completed- the and their staffs can take
courses would "know how under the constitutional
per will be observed at
The Harmonettes of at the morning hour
the evening services
Princeton will be special
The Church Choir will to turn a computer on and protection of immunity
Sunday School with _singers for the program, sing "Glorious things of off, run simple programs frorricivil damages.
Shortly before retiring
John Richardson as according to the 'pastor, Thee- Are Spoken" at the and use different softsuperintendent will be at the Rev. William J. Pratt, evening hour. Joan ware programs such as for the day, the jurors
10 a m
and the president. Mary &metier is organist and word processing and-lear- -wrote a third note asking
ning programs."
Bryant to repeat his inAllene Knight is pianist.
The proposal also structions on awarding
Sinking Spring
Sunday Schoof will be
The Rev Eddie Young.
St. John's Baptist
at 9:30 a.m. and Church outlines a plan to teach damages to compensate
instructors, and Ms. plaintiffs in civil damage
pastor, will speak about
Dr. H F'. Green will Training at 5 p.m.
Furtwengler said teacher suits.
"The(Impel According to speak at 11 a.m. service
BRITISH COLONY
training could start as
The McSurelys claim
Isaiah" with scripture at St John's Baptist
became
a
constitutional rights
Zealand
early
New
as
their
next
fall
if
the
from Isaiah 55. 1-9 at the Church He is pastor of
Board of Education ap- were violated and they
11 a.m service at Sinking First Street Baptist British colony in 1840.
Spring Baptist Church ' Church, Hopkinsville and
-The Church Choir will moderator for General
sing "Though Your Sins Association of Kentucky
Be As Scarlet" with Paul Baptists
Henderson as director,
A baptismal' service
I.aura Paschall as will be at the Morning
organist and Sharon Fur- service, according to the
ches as pianist.
Rev. William HornAt. the 7 p.m service buckle.
the pastor will speak
about "The Way of Joy"
-Christian Science
with scripture from Acts
"Sacrament" will be
8.5-8 Special music will the subject of ttus week's

On Martin-Senout
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The McSurelys were
prosecuted in Kentucky
by Ratliff on sedition
charges and found in contempt of Congress in a
move led by McClellan.
Both acts against the couple were overturned later
in appeals.

POLYSTEEL RADIAL

Sea PIISM
Illobsell. lout

dar

1979 Svhirben Sayers&

suffered emotional
distress because of the
actions of the four defendants: the late U.S. Sen.
John McClellan, deceased Senate staff members
John Brick and Jerome
Adlerman, and former
Kentucky prosecutor
Thomas Ratliff.
While the couple was
organizing residents of
Pike County, Ky., to oppose local politicians in
1967, their home was raided by a sheriffs posse
and their possessions
were confiscated.
Later, McClellan, who
was involved in a Senate
investigation of racial
violence, obtained copies
of documents seized in
the raid, but the couple
refused to cooperate with
his investigation.
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FEELING WITH GENUINE

' Ms. Furtempgler said
the study wdrinclude no
"hard figures" on expenses of implementing
the plan.
''In today's
marketplace, where so
mach re-training is needed for so many jobs, and
where we encounter computers checking out the
grocery food or going to
the bank, this is very important." she said. "I
predfa typewriters as we
know them will become
non-existent ....
Technology will be a part
of daily life "
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put in the state's middle
schools at a cost of only
"a few million dollars."

Constitutional rights
claimed to be violated
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Study recommends computer class
for junior high school students
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